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ANCIENT INDIA,

AS DESCRIBED M KTESIAS.

Introduction.

Tho Lift 1

- ami Writings of Kit*sias.

To K t o s i a s belongs the distinction of having

been the first writer who gave to the Greeks a

special troatise on India—a region concerning

which they had, before his time, no further "know-

ledge than what was supplied by the few and

meagre notices of it which had appeared in the

(Jet >;/ raphy of J I! e k a t a i o s of M i 1 e t o s, and in

thu History of Ilerodotos. This Ktesias was

a native of Knidos, an important Lakedemo-

nian colony situate on the sea coast of Karia, and

was the son of K t e s i o k h o s (or Ktosiarkhos). 1

His family, as we learn from luilcn,
3 was a branch

of the Asklepiadai, a caste of priests settled

principally in Kos and Knidos, with whom medicine

was an hereditary profession. He was contem-

porary with II i p p o k r a t e s, who like himself

was an Asklepiad; but he was very much younger

than his illustrious kinsman, though by how
many years we know not, as the date of his birth

cannot be ascertained. We imiy conclude, however,

1 V. Tzutz. Vhll. T. l;Suidas
?
Km!or. p. 2G8 ; Plu-

tarch. Ai'ltt.nvi'.ws ; Luciau. V<>\ lUsl. 1. Ij.
*'

2 Tom. V. p. (552, 1. 51 ud. Uaail.



that ho must have risen to eminence by the

practice of his art before the year 410 iu\, for

about that time he repaired to Persia, probably on

the invitation of the king who appointed him

physician to the royal court. Hero he remained

for 17 years, of which the first eleven were spent

under Darius II, and the reraaining^ix under

his successor Artaxcrxes Mucin on.3 lie

accompanied the latter when he took the field

against Cyrus, and, as we learn from Xenophon,

cured the wound which his royal master received

in the battle of Kunaxa.'4 Soon after this he

appears to have left Torsia and returned to his

own country. This was in the year 398, after

which wo know nothing of his career.

Kt e s i a s diversified his professional with liter-

ary pursuits and was the author of several works,

of which the most important was his history of

Persia. This was written in 23 books, of which

the first six contained the history of the Assyrian

monarchy down to the foundation of the kingdom
of Persia. The next seven contained the history of

Persia down to the end of the reign of Xerxes,

and the remaining ten carried the history down
to the time when the author left the Persian

Court, This great work, whatever may have been

its other merits, possessed this especial value, that

the facts which it recorded were derived principally

3 Dioddros (I., 1) followed »>y Tzctzes (Chil. I. i, 82),
writes that Ktcsias (i fritting

1 with Ids countryman on be-
half* of Cyrus was taken prisoner at the battle of
Knnaxa, ami was thereafter on account of his skill in
medicine taken into the king's service, in which he
remained for 17 years. A comparison howovur of well
ascertained facta discredits this statement.

4 V. Anab. I. viii, 27.
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from the Persian state-records5 which Ktfisias was
permitted by the king to consult. His state-

ments, as might be expected, are frequently at

variance with those of Herodotos whose sources of

information wore different. Tie is also in a few
instances at variance with his contemporary Xeno-

phon. The work unfortunately no longer exists,

but we possess a brief abstract of its contents

made by Photios, and some fragments which

have been preserved by Diodoros and other writers.

Uesides the History and the Treatise on India,

Ktesias appears to have composed several minor

works. These consisted, so far as is known, of

treatise on the Eoveiiuos of the Persian Em-
pire, two treatises of a geographical nature—ono

being on Mountains, and the other on Rivers, and

some books of voyages entitled Periirtoi.

The Indika of Ktesias, like his other works,

has been lost, but, like his great work on the

History of Persia, it has been abi'idged by P h 6-

t i o s, while several fragments of it have been pre-

served in the pages o£ other writers, as for instanco

iElian. It was comprised in a single book, and em-
bodied theinformation which Ktesias had gathered

about India, partly from the reports of Persian

officials who had visited that country on tho king's

service, and partly also perhaps from the reports

of Indians themselves, who in those days were

occasionally to be seen at tho Persian Court,

whither they resorted, either as merchants, or as

envoys bringing presents and tribute from the

& (K t&v fiavikiK&v bt(f>6cpS>v tv <us ol Uipa-at toe?

TrdKatas irpd^ts Kara two. vdfiov ilxQV cwreray/ieaf

.

Diod. II. 32.



princes of Northern India, which was then sub-

ject to Persian vale. Ktesias unfortunately was

not only a great lover of the marvellous, but also

sin^idnrly deficient, for one of his profession, in

critical acumen, lie took, therefore, no pains to

sift the accounts which were communicated to

him, nnd the book which he gave to the world,

instead of being, what a careful enquirer with his

advantages might have made it—a valuable reper-

tory of facts concerning India and its people,

seemed to be little else than a tissue of fables and

of absurd perversions or exaggerations of the

truth, and was condemned as such, not only by

the consentient voice of antiquity, but also by the

generality of the learned in modern times. The

work was nevertheless popular, and in spite of its

inlirm credit, was frequently cited by subsequent

writers. Its * talcs of wonder' fascinated the

credulous, while its style, which was remarkable

alike for its ease, sweetness, and perspicuity,

recommended it to readers of every stamp. 6
It

was the only systematic account of India the

({reeks possessed till the time of the Makedoiiian

invasion.

Wo must notice in conclusion the fact, that, as

the knowledge of India, and especially of Indian

antiquity, has increased, scholars have been led

to question the justice of the traditional verdict

which condemns K 1 s i a s as a writer of unscru-

fl
Tvtesias, though a. Dorian, used many Ionic forms and

modest of expression, and these more in the ladika than in

the row kit* His style \* pmieed for the qualities men-
tioned in the text by Phut inn, Dion. iTiilicarn, and Domct.
Fhaler, who does not hesitate to speak of him as a poet,

the very demiurge of perspicuity {ivafry€ias dqpeovpyciff).
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pulous mendacity. They do not indccil wholly

exculpate him, but they have shown that many
of his statements, which were onco taken to bo

pure falsehoods, have cither certain elements of

truth underlying them, or that they originated in

misconceptions which were perhaps less wilful

than unavoidable. The fabulous races for instance

which hc*has described are found, so far from

being fictions ofhis own invention, to havo their

exact analogues in monstrous races which aro

mentioned in the two great national epics and

other Brahmauicnl writings, and whiofy, though

therein depicted with every attribute of deformity,

were nevertheless, not purely fictitious, but mis-

representations of such aboriginal tribes as

ollered a stout rcsistanco to their Aryan invaders

while still engaged in the task of conquering

Tudia.

i These moderate views, which have been advo-

cated by such authorities as Hecren, Bahr, 0.

Midler, Lassen, and others, will no doubt como

eventually to be very generally accepted.

Notice of TliulioH.

V h 6 1 i o s, to whom we aro indebted for the

abridgments of Ktesias, was the Patriarch of Con-

stantinople, an office to which he wras elected,

though previously a layman, in the year a. d. 858.

Soon after the accession of Leo VI. as emperor

(886) he was accused of having conspired against

his life, and was in consequence banished to a

monastery in Armenia, where he ended his days.

lie was not only a scholar of wonderful erudition

and sound judgment, but was the author of many



works, the most important of which was that en-

titled Myriohiblion or BibliotMk&—which was a

review on an extensive scalo of ancient Greek

literature. It contained abstracts of the contents of

280 volumes, many of which are now known only

from the account which ho has given of them.

Ilis abridgment of the Persian history of our

author is much more concise than tlfi.it of his

LuUka. The latter is however a careless and un-

satisfactory performance, for the passages summar-

ized tiro chiefly those for which Ktosias was

stigmatized as a fabulist and a liar.

As Lassen has devoted one of the leading

sections
7 of his great work on Indian Antiquity

to an examination of the reports which arc yet

extant of K t e s i a s upon India, and as his review

is all but exhaustive, and reflects nearly all the

light that learned research has yet been able to

throw upon the subject, I have for this reason, as

well as with a view to obviate the need which

would otherwise occur, of having constant re-

course to long foot-notes, thought it advisable to

append to the translation of the Greek text a

translation of this review. I have appended also

a translation of some passages from Indiko-

plcustos, which will serve to illustrate the descrip-

tions given by Ktosias of certain Indian animals

and plants.

1

In vol. II., pp. 641 ff. 2nd cd. 1874.



THE INDIKA OF KTfiSIAS.

Fbaument 1. •

Ecloga in Photii, Bill. LXXII, p. 144 scq^.

1. Another work was read—the Indika of

Ktdsias, contained in a single book wherein tho

author has made more frequent use of Ionic

forms. He reports of the river Indus that,

where narrowest, it has a breadth of forty stadia,

and where widest of two hundred;1 and>of tho

Indians themselves that they almost outnumber

all other men taken together.
3 Ho mentions

the sJwlex* a kind of worm bred in the river,

this being indeed the only living creature which

is found in it. He states that there arc no men
who live beyond the Indians,

4 and that no rain

falls in India5 but that the country is watered

by its river.

2. He notices the pantarha, a kind of

1 This differs from what Arrian status on the authority
of Ktcaias, (see Frag, ii.) Probably Arrian has quoted
tho sentence more correctly than Pbotios. And 100
stadia is far enough from the truth. With Ktcsias Conf

.

Philostyatus, ViL Apoll. II, 18 : toV fiiv 8$ *Ii/8ov &8€
iir*(Sai£aBri<Tav9 crrahiovs /LtuXurra T^truapaKOvra To
yap 7r\mfiov avrov tchtovtov. See Manucrt, Qeugr* d*
Or. ». Itom. Bd. V, i, p. 74.

2 Conf. Herodot. Ill, 04 ; Strabo II, v. 32.
3 Conf. § 27, and Frag. xxvi. •

* Conf. Jlorodot. Ill, 98, 105; Strabo II, v, 1, 82.
6 But conf. Strabo XV, i, 1, 13, 17", 18; Arrian, Indihg.1

VI, 4; Philost. Vit. Apoll. II, VJ ; Diodor. II, 30.

Count Weltheim (Sammlung von Avfsiitzen, &c. Bd.
II, p. lGSfr.) regards this as the Ifydrophanes or tho
changing stone, son agate, a kind of opal, remarkable for

the variety of colours it displays when thrown into water.



soalstono, and relates that when soalstones and

other costly jjems to the nnrnber of 477 7 which

belonged to the Baktrian merchant, had been

iiung into the liver, this yantarba drew them

up to itself, all adhering together.

3. Ho notices also the elephants' • that de-

molish walls; the kind of small apes" that have

tails four cubits long; the cocks that arc of

extraordinary size
;

10 the kind of bird called the

parrot
11 and which he thus describes: it has a

tongue and voice like the human, is of the size

of a hawk, has a red bill, is adorned with a

beard of a black colour, while the neck is red

like cinnabar, it talks like a man in Indian, bufc

if taught Greek can talk in Greek also.

4. He notices the fountain
12 which is tilled

every year with liquid gold, out of which are

7 So iUiiller'ti tod, tin 1 common reading id 77.
B With tlritfttouipiiiw Fnig. iv. below.
11 Thin in reconcilable with the accounts of others if for

fiiKpaiv we reiul fittKpwu. Fov Megastheius also sjm -ales of

Indian apod not smaller than largo dogs ami whk-h have
tiiiln of fi-Of cubits length which answer to the fiht tnli npo
or Sim in f«f*unM, with the hair ou the forehead projreting

over tho eyes, and Ihe heard white, the body being dark.
Viil. ^KUaiii, Nut. An. XVII, 39 ; couf. XVI, 10, and fcttrabo

XV, i» 37:—" The monkeys ore larger limp the largest doga
. . , .their tails are more than two cubits iu length."
w Conf. Frag. v.c.

11 VLitt(Iki>s: Reland he Ophir, p. 181, compares this

with the l'ureiau *-* **** iertch. Iu Arrian, hid. XV, H

and iEliau, Nat. An. XVT, 2 and 13, the bird is enllcd.

mttclkos. yKlian however elsewhere calls it yjftTTaKoS

and so alao Diodoros and I'ausmiias. A feminine form
ijnTTrtKr/ occurs iu Ariat. 11. An. VIII, 12. The form in

IMinv is VsiiitfciiH.
12 "Conf. l'hiluatrut. fit. AyM. Ill, 15.
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annually drawn a hundred earthen pitchers

filled with the metal. The pitchers must be

earthen since the gold when drawn becomes

solid, and to get it out the containing vessel

must needs be broken in pieces. The fountain

is. of a square shape, eleven cubits in circumfer-

ence, and a fathom in depth. Each pitchorful

of gold weighs a talent. Ho notices18 also the

iron found at the bottom ofthis fountain, adding

that he had in his own possession two swords

made from this iron, one given to him by the king

of Persia,
1
* and the other byParysatis, the

mother oi* that same kiug. This iron, he says,

if fixed in the earth, averts clouds and hail and

thunderstorms, and he avers that ho had himself

twice seen the iron do this, the king on both

occasions performing the experiment.15

5. We learn further that the dogs of India19

are of very great size, so that they fight even

with the lion;
17 that there are certain high,

mountains having mines which yield the sar-

ls The Munich MS. 287, makes this a separate fountain

:

?<m 8e ircpa Kpivrj (read Kpqw)) fas it*ayci crifypov.

Conf. Philost. Vit. A<poll. Ill, 45.

14 Artaxcrxes MmVum.
15 Jiaohr thinks that Ktcsias hero refers to tho magnet,

the properties of which wore not at that time so well
known as now,

15 Conf. JEHau. Nat. An. IV, 19; VIII, 1, 9; and
Frag- vi, below.

17 Compare what iJSlian (Frag, vi.) says of tho dogs of

the Kynamolgoi ; compare also Strabo, quoting Meirasthenes
XV, p. 1029, and the account in Curtius (de Reb. Alex.

IX, i, 31) of an Indian dog attacking a lion.

2
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dine-stone, and onyxes, and other seal stones
;

Xi

that the heat is excessive, and that the sun

appears in India to be ton times larger
10 than in

other countries ; and that many of the inhabi-

tants are suffocated io death by the heat. Of
the sea in India, lie says, that it is not less than

the sea in Jlcllas ; its surface however for four

finger-breadths downward is hot, so that fish

cannot live that go near the heated surface, bub

must conline themselves always to the depths

below.

6. He states that the river I n d u s flows

through the level country, and through between

the mountains, and that what is called the Indian

reed20 grows along its course, this being so thick

that two men could scarcely encompass its stem

with their arms, and of a height to equal tho

mast ofa merchant ship of the heaviest burden. 21

Some are ofa greater size even than this, though

some are of less, as'mightbe expected when tho

mountain it grows on is of vast range. The

reeds are distinguished by sex, some being male,

la These mountains have been variously identified with
Taurus, with Imaus, with Paroparnisus, and with the moun-
tains of Great and Little Bnkharia, which stretch through
Tibet, and Ka^rair, hut CountWeltheim takes them to he the
Bala Gh/fcs near Bharoch. The Peri plus states that onyxes
and other precious stones were found in Ozcne (now TJjjain)

and thence sent to Baryta za (Bharflch) for export. The
well known Khambay stones come from a neighbouring
district.

10 Strabo TIT, p. 202, contests this.
80 Conf. Frag. vh\ below.
*l Lit. of 10,000 talents : or fivpia^opov (Lobeck, ad.

Phynu p. 662) 60,000 amphoroo. Conf. Frag. vii.
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others female. The male reed has no pith, and

is exceedingly strong, bat the female has a

pith."

7. Ho describes an animal called the marti-

klwra** found in India. Its face is like a man's

—

it is about as big as a lion, and in colour red like

cinnabar. #
It has throe rows of teeth—ears like

the human—eyes of a palo-blno like the human
and a tail like that of the land scorpion, armed

with a sting and more than a cubit long.
2* It has

be ides slings on each side of its tail, and, like

the scorpion, is armed with an additional sting

on the crown of its head, wherewith it stings

any one who goes near it, the wound in all cases

proving mortal. If attacked from a distance

it defends itself both in front and in rear—in

front with its tail, by up-lifting it anddarting out

the stings, like shafts shot from a bow, and in

rear by straightening it out. It can strike to

the distance of a hundred feet, and no creature

can survivo the wound it inflicts save only tho

elephant. The stings are about a foot in length,

and not thicker than tho finest thread. The

fl3 Cf. Theophrastos, Pltnt Ilistor. IV, ii, where he
fitatca that tho male reod is solid, and tho female, hollow.

Of. also Winy, Hist. Nat. XVT, 36. Sprongol identifies

fchirf reed of Ktfaias with tho Lambusa and Calamus
Rohniuf of Linmeus. Tho samo reed is mentioned by
Herodotus III I, 03).
n See Frags, viii—xi, below.

2i fieifw virapxavaav ?rqxf0ff * Baehr rightly amends

the reading here to pcl(ov virapxw civ, which refers the

measure to the sting instead of to the tail.
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name marlikliora** means in Greek di>0pa>7r<K/>dyos

(i.e. man-eater), and it is so called because it

carries off men and devours them, though it no

doubt preys upon other animals as well. In

fightiug it uses not only its stings but also its

claws. Fresh stings grow up to replace those

shot away in fighting. These animalffarc numer-

ous in India, and are killed by the natives

who hunt them with elephants, from the backs

of whiirh they attack thcin with darts.

8. Ho describes the Indiana as extremely

just, and gives an amount of their manners and

customs. lie mentions the sacred spot in tho

midst of an uninhabited region which they

venerate in the name of the Sun and the Moon. 8 *

It takes one a fifteen days' journey to reach this

place from Mount Sardons. Here for the

space of five and thirty days the Sun every year

cools down to allow his worshippers to celebrate

his rites*, and return home nnscoi'ched by his

25 Tychsen gays—Thin is tho Persian J }*» «>^rf from
wnrJ, a man and I h orden to oat: fr/i-or, tho pal or, is an
abbreviated form of tho participle 1:1mnleh, which is still

on use . . . if tho final bo viewed an a component pnrt
of the Persian word, we have only to substitute the partici-

pial form \j^^^° mardihhnrd, (abbreviated from

mnrdikhorfin) as Roland has already done (p. 223), and we
obthin precisely tho same siirniticnlinn. Conf. Frags, viii

—

xi : al*o Philoatratus, Vit. A[»dL IV, -15.
20 Weltheim, rejecting the opinion of some that this un-

inhabited region was the desert of Cobi, takes it to bo rather
the great desert east of tho Indus where tho worship of
the sun flourished in early times. This desert also was in
reality about a fifteen days' journey distant from the monn-
teius which produced the onyx and sardine stones. Lassen
has however assigned the locality to the Vindhyas.
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burning rays." He observes that in India

there is neither thunder nor lightning nor rain,

but that storms of wind and violent hurricanes

which sweep everything before them, ai*c of

freqnent occurrence. The morning sun pro-

duces coolness for one half of the day, but an

excessive Beat during the other half, and this

holds good for most parts of India.
23

9. It is not, however, by exposure to the

sun that the people are swarthy, 20 bat by

nature, for among the Indians there are both

men and women who are as fair as any in

the world, though such arc no doubt in a

minority. He adds that he had himself seen

two Indian women and five men of such a fair

complexion. 30

10. Wishing to assure us of the truth of his

statement that the sun makes the temperature

cool for live and thirty days, he mentions several

facts that arc equally strange—that the streams

of fire which issue from Aiimi* 1
leave unscathed

amidst the surrounding havoc those lands which

97 tva firj u<ji\€KToi avTTfv TfXecrwcri, lit. tlwt they may
not celebrate his rites viutcorchvtt. As tlxo writer must

have meant ihe opposite of this, </)Xe*crot must bo read

instead of licjAcKTot.

a' Conf . Hwklot. TIT, 104.
w Conf. ITertidot. Ill, 101 ; Arria.n. Easp. Alex. V, 4, 8;

but on tlie contrary, Aristot. Mist. Anim. Ill, 22 ; Gener.
Ani.n. II, 2 ; Strabo, XV, i, 13, 24.

50 Possibly from Kfiamir.—J. B.
31 Conf. Pausan. X, 28, 2; Strabo, VI, 2; Valer. Max.

V.4.
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belong to just inen
8a—that in Zakynthos there

are fountains with fish whence pitch is taken

out**
3—that in Naxos is a fountain which at times

discharges a wine of great sweetness,
s* and that

the water of the river Phasis likewise, if kept in

a vessel for a night and a day, changes into a

wine which is also of great sweetifess
35—that

near Fhaselus in Lykia there is a perpetual

volcano, 30 always flaming on the summit of the

rock both by night and by day, and this is not

quenched by water, which rather augments the

32 Tlio reference* is to the field nf the pioitf, twtfiwv
^6)p«, near (.-araii:!, the seene of the *tory regard insr i ho two
brothers Aniphinmnos and Ann pot, who save cl their ] ii.re.nts

clurinir an eruption by enrryin:* them off on their shoulders.

Vid. Pciusan. X. xxviii, 2; Striibo, VJ, 2 ; and Valcr.

Max. V, 4.

an Herodotus (IV. lift) states that he had himself seen
this bihimirioiiii fountain, ft is mentioned bv Anliroiif s ;

Hist MirahiLW.); by Diiwkor. T, !>!>; by Vilruv. VIII, 3;
and Pliny, XXXV, 15. Their nceounts havis been verified

by modern travellers.

31 This fountain \* mentioned by Stephnn. Byz. ff. v-

Nnxos, and a similar one by Pliny (llitt. Nnt. II, ciii,

1UI>) -in t lie island of Andros; Cf. idem. XXXI, ii; and
also Philotdrat. Icon. I, 1*5.

33 Tho waters of tho Phasis, aocordir-g to modern ac-
counts, are load-coloured, pu^ses-i-d of a In nling virtue and
held as sacred, perhaps hern ns-e they \w re thought by tho
ancients to have sprung from the pates of the morning
sun, and therefore, to have formed the dividing lino be-
tween day and night. Arrian in the PeripL L'trnt. tiviv., no
doubt with an eye to this parage of Ktesias, says that
the water of tho Phasu.s if Kept in certain vessels acquired
a pleasant vinous taste. V. Bitter, Erdl: II. pp. 817 and 1)15.

ConF. Pliny (7/. AMI. ciii, 100) who says that the water of
tho Lynccstis in Kpirn ft is somewhat acid, and intoxicates
like wine those who drink it.

911 See Frag, xii, below.
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blaze, but by casting rubbish into ifc
ar—and in

like manner, the volcanoes of JSfcna and of

Prusa keep always burning. 83

11. lie writes that in the middle of India

are fonnd the swarthy men called P y g m i e s
f

c *

who speak the same language as the other

Indians. ?They are very diminutive, tho tallest

of them being but two cubits in height, while

the majority aro only one and a half. They let

their hair grow very long—down to their knees,

and even lower. They have tho largest beards

anywhere to bo seen, and when theso havo

grown sufficiently long and copious, they no

longer wear clothing, but, instead, let the hair of

the head fall down their backs far below the

knee, while in front are their beards trailing

down to their very feet. When their hair has

thus thickly enveloped their whole body, they

bind it round them with a zone, and so make it

servo for a garment. Their privates are thick,

37# Conf. Fi*ajr. xii, A. and H. Beaufort, an English travel-

ler, confirms this statement. lie reports that while travelling

in the regions nearest the country of tho Phaselitac he
came upon a place where there wjis to be seen au ever-burn-

ing flame which like the fire of a volcano was inextin-

guishable. V. Beaufort'* Carawcuu't, p. 44.
M There is a Prusa in Bithynia find another in Mysia;

each ne;ir a mountain. Strabo, (XII, p. 844 acqq.) men-
tions both ; but as he says nothing of a volcanic mounta in in

connexion with either, Baehr inclines to thiuk that tho

reference is to Prusa in the vicinity of Mount Olympus, for-

merly called Cios, famous for miraculous fountains and
things of that sort.

33 Conf. Homer, II. Ill, 6; Aristot. Hist An. VIITf 12

and 14; Philostrat. Vit. ApoVon. Ill, 47; Plin. Hist
Nat VII, 2 5 Strabo, Geog. XV, i, 57 ; Aulus Gellius, Nod.,
Alt IX, 4.
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and so large th$,t they depend even to their

ancles. They are moreover snubnosod, and

otherwise ill-favoured. Their sheep are of the

size of our lambs, and their oxen and asses

rather smaller than our rams, which again are

as biG: as their horses and mules and other

cattle.* Of the Pygmies three thousand men
attend the king of the Indians, on account of

their great skill in archery. They are eminently

just, and have the same laws as the Indians.

They hunt hares and foxes not with dogs but

with ravens and kites nnd crows and vultures.* 1

In their country is a Jake eight hundred stadia

in circumference, whicjli produces an oil like

our own. If the wind be not blowing, this oil

floats upon the surface, and the Pygmies going

upon the lake in little boats collect it from

amidst the waters in small tubs for household use.*
2

They use also oil of sosamum43 and nut oil, but

the.lukc-oil** is the best. The lake has also fish.

12- There is much silver in their part of

the country, and the silver-mines though not

deep are deeper than those in Baktria. Gold

also is a product of India. 45
It is not found

40 See Frag, xii, c.
41 See Frag, xiii below.
42 Conf. Frag, xxvii.
43 Sec Salnms, hJd'vrc. riin. p. 10£3; Sprcngel, THstor.

Botan. vol. I, p. 70; Revnier, de VKconomie^^ublique de$
Perscs, p. 283. *

44 Antigon, c, 165, in Frag, xxvii, brlow. *•

45 On nieftals in India, seo Heeren. Asiat. Nat vol. It,
». 268.
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in rivers and washed from- the sands the like

gold of the river Paktolos, T>ut is found on
those many high-towering mountains which

aro inhabited by the G r i ffi n s,*° a race of four-

footed birds, about as largo as wolves, having

legs and claws like those of the lion,.and cover-

ed all oveifthe body with black feathers except

only on the breast where they aro red. On
account of those birds the gold with which the

mountains abound is difficult to be got.

13. The sheep and the goats of the Indians**

are bigger than asses, and generally produce

young by four and by six at a timo. The tails

grow to such a size thatthose of the dams must

be cut offbefore the rams can got at them. India

docs not however produce tho pig, either the

tame sort or tho wild.*3 Palm-trees and their

dates aro in India*
9
thrice the size of those in

Babylon, 50 and we learn that thore is a certain

river flowing with hone^ out of a rock, like the

one we have in our own country.

14. Tho justice of the Indians, their devo-

tion to their king and their contempt of death

*© Tpty, in Persian vi**j§ giriften, means to gripe or

seize and Oj£ girif corresponds wall enough with ypvfa
See Frag, xiv, below, where a fuller account of tho gryphons
is given.

* 7 Seo Frag, xii, below.
*8 See Fw^f.'xv, below ; also Frag, xxix, D. Swine, wild

and tame, are common enough now in India.

f* Gonf. FalladiuB De Bracfoman, p. 4.
*° Regarding tho Babylonian palms, vid. Htrodot. I,

193 ; and Diodor. II, 53.
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are themes on which he loves to expatiate. He
notices a fountain having this peculiarity, that

when any one draws water from it, the water

coagulates like cheese, and should you then

detach from the solid lump a piece weighing

about three obols, and having triturated this,

put the powder into common water, ho to whom
you give this potion blabs out whatever he has

done, for he becomes delirious, and raves like a

madman all that day/1 The king avails himself

of this property when he wishes to discover the

guilt or innocence of accused persons. Who-
ever incriminates himself when undergoing the

ordeal is sentenced to starve himself to death,

while he who does not confess to any crime is

acquitted.

"

15. The Indians are not afflicted with head-

ache, or toothache, or ophthalmia, nor have they

mouthsores or ulcers in any part of their body.

The age to which they live is 120, ltfO, and

150 years, though the very old live to 200. sa

16. In their country is a serpent a span long,

in appearance like the most beautiful purple with

a head perfectly white but without any teeth.
a*

The creature is caught on those very hot moun-

tains whose mines yield the sardine-stone. It

does not sting, but on whatever part of the body

it casts its vomit, that place invariably putrifies.

51 Antigonua Caryat. Histor. Mirab. C. 160 ; Sotion, C.
17 ; Strabo, XVI, iv, 20. » Conf. Frag, xv, G. -

63 Arrian, Ind. 15, 12, and Frag, xxii, C.
84 See Frag. xvii.
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If suspended by the tail, it emits two kinds of

poison, one like amber which oozes from it

while living, and the other black, which oozes

from its carcaso. Should about a sesame-seed's

bulk of the former bo administered to any one,

ho dies the instant ho swallows it, for his brain

runs out through his nostrils. If the black sort

bo given it induces consumption, but operates

so slowly that death scarcely ensues in less than

a year's time.™

17. Ho mentions an Indian bird called

the Dihairon™ a name equivalent in Greek to

bUawv (i.e. just). It is about the size of a

partridge's egg. It buries its dung under tho

earth to prevent its being found. Should it be

found notwithstanding, and should a person at

morning tide swallow so much of it as would

about equal a grain of sesamum, he falls into a

deep unconscious sleep from which ho never

awakes, but dies at tho going down of the

sun.
57

18. In the same country grows what is called

65 Conf. Frag, xvii, also Strabo, XV, i, 37, where, quot-
ing Megasthenus, he speaks of flying serpents that let

fall drops which raise putrid sores on the skin.

85 AUatpos i Tychscn compares tho word with iS &

di, good, the good principle, andJ » Jear, doing, a participle

of the verb
1 &^J* fcerttea ; the whole then means bene*

fiictor^ and might be supposed to allude to the custom of

the .bird here mentioned, Bokker reads 8iKcpov here. Sea
Frag, xviii.

" For fuller particulars vide Frag* iviii.
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the Parebon, 9* a plant about tho size of the olive,

found only in the royal gardens, producing

neither flower nor fruit, but having merely fifteen

roots, which grow down into the earth, and are

of considerable thickness, the very slenderest

being about as thick as one's arm. If a span's

length of this root be taken, it attracts to itself

all objects brought near it—gold, silver, copper,

stones and all things else except amber. If

however a cubit's length of it be taken, it

attracts lambs and birds, and it is in fact Avith

this root that most kinds of birds are caught.

Should you wish to turn water solid, oven a

whole gallon of it, you have but to throw into

the water not more than an obol's weight of

this root, and the thing is done. Its effect is the

same upon wine which, when condensed by it,

can bo held in your hand like a piece of wax,

though it melts the next day. It is found bene-

ficial in the cure of bowel disorders.

ID. Through India there flows a certain river,

not of any great size, but only about two stadia

in breadth, called in the Indian tongue II y-

parklio s,
50 which means in Greek ^pcov iravra

58 Uap-q^ov (in Apollonius 7rapi//3o£,) may bo compared

with the PersianJ . htir, weight, burthen, andJJ' Aver,

bearing, drawing. This comparison however is rather

defective.—Tychsen. Seo Frag. x:x.

w Ynapxos : Tychsen adduces the Persian Aver, bring-

ing, carrying, and KJ"J^ khoxh, good : consequently Aver-

khosli, bringing good, which exactly corresponds with the
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raayaOa {Le. the bearer of all things good).

This river for thirty days in every year floats

down amber, for in the upper part of its conrse

where it flows among the mountains there are

s^id to bo trees overhanging its current which

for thirty cjpys at a particular season in every

year continue dropping tears like the' almond-tree

and the pine-tree and other trees. These tears on

dropping into the water harden into gum. The
Indian name for the tree is siptakhora, 00 which

means when rendered into Greek y\vKv> fj8v (i.e.

sweet). These trees then supply the Indians

with their amber. 01 And not on ly so but they are

said to yield also berries, which grow in clusters

like the grapes of the vino, and have stories as

large as the filbert-nuts of J?ontos.
c9

20. lie writes that on the mountains just

spoken of there live men having heads like

signification pointed out l>y Kt&nas. Wo might also com-

pare U"}^jt bcrlihoslty good, so that the initial letter in

vnapx°s would bo merely euphonic, but then tho participle

(pe()0iv would not bo expressed. Tho river is called by
Pliny tho J lypobarus, vido Frag. xx.

fl0 ^nrraxppa- : Compare this with tho Persian ***£**

JJ^ shiftehkhor, ' asjreeahlo to cat.' The Persians call an

apricot «Joj &!&£* shifteh-reng, 'agreeable colour.'

Pliny (Hist N*t xxxvii. 2) has 'arboros oas Apbytacoras

vocare/ where tho word is disfigured.—Tychson.
01 India however docs not produce ainbur, and the tree of

which it is here said to be tho gum, cannot bo satisfactorily

identified, Uaehr quotes Pliny XII, .ix, 10, as a passage of

no small importance for settling tho question.

• •• Pliny (His*. Nat XV, xxii, 24), explains why Pontic

nut$ were so called.
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those of dogs, who wear the skins of wild

beasts, and do not use articulate speech, but

bark like dogs, and thus converso so as to be

understood by each other.53 They have larger

teeth than dogs, and claws like those of dogs,

only larger and more rounded. They inhabit

the mountains, and extend as far as tbe river

Indus. They are swarthy, and like all the other

Indians extremely just men. With the Indians

they can hold intercourse, for they understand

what they say, though they cannot, it is true,

reply to them in words, still by barking and

by making signs w:Hi their hands and their

fingers like the deaf and the dumb, they can

make themselves undoi*stood. They are called

by the Indians Kalystrloi, which means in

Greek Kvi/oAct^rtXoi * (L c
9
dog-headed). Their

food is raw flesh. The wholo tribe numbers

not less than 120,000 men.

21. Near the sources of this river
05

there

grows a certain purple flower, which is used for

dying purple, and is not inferior to the Greek

sort, but even imparts a far more florid hue.

03 See Frags, xxi and xx
fl * Tychscu compares tho word with the Persian <-***

ltelck or Ichtlc, a woJf, and -J** ser9 the head, i.e. kclu
kser, ' wolf-headed.' Another word more exactly answering
the sound of tho Creek would bo Kalusterin, the super-
lative of kalnSy stupid, which would convert the doghead-
ed people into ' blockheads,' but this is not consonant with
tho translation of the name, -ileeren, Asiat. Nat, vol. II,
p. a64. Vide Frags, xxi, xxii, xxxi.* ." The HyparkhoB.
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In the same parts there is a wild insect about

the size of a beetle, red like cinnabar, with legs

excessively long. It is as soft as the worm called

slcolex and is found on the trees which produce

amber, eating the fruits of those trees and

destroying tibcm, as in Greece the wood-louso

ravages the vino-trees. The Indians grind

these insects to a powderand therewith dye such

robes, tunics, and other vestments as they want

to bo of a purple hue.60 Their dye-stuffs aro

superior to those used by the Persians.

22. The Kynokcphaloi living on the

mountains do not practise any of the arts but

subsist by the produce of the chase. They

slaughter the prey, and roast the flesh in tho

sun. They rear however great numbers of sheep

and goats and asses. They drink the milk of the

sheep and tho whey which is made therefrom.

They eat moreover the fruit of the Sqdakhora—
the tree which produces amber, for it is sweet.

They also dry this fruit, and pack it in hampers

as the Greeks do raisins. Tho same people

construct rafts, and frcfight them with the*

hampers as well as with the flowers ofthe purple

plant, after cleansing it, and with 260 talents

weight of amber, and a like weight of tho

pigment which dyes purple, and 1000 talents

more of amber. All this cargo, which is the

80 It is generally agreed that tho cochineal insect is that

to which Ktf'sias refers, though his description of it is not

quite accurate. For fuller particulars vide Frag, xxiii.
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season's produce, they convoy annually as tribute

to the King ofthe Indians. They take also addi-

tional quantities of the same commodities for sale

to the Indians, from whom they receive in ex-

change loaves of bread and'flonr and cloth which

is made from a tree-grown stuff'(cotton)

.

67 They

sell also swords such us they use in hunting wild

beasts, and bows and javelins, for they arc fell

marksmen both in shooting with the bow and

in hurling the javelin. As they inhabit steep

and pathless mountains they cannot possibly

bo conquered in war, and the king moredver

once every live years sends them as presents

300,000 arrows and as many javelins, 120,000

shields and 50,000 swords.

25$. These Kynokeplialoi have no

houses but live in caves. They hunt wild beasts

with the bow and the spcai*, and run so fast that

they can overtake them in the chase. Their

women bathe once a month at the time of men-

struation, and then only. The men do not bathe

at all, but merely wash their hands. Thrice a

month, however, they anoint themselves with an

oil made from milk, 63 and wipe themselves with

skins. Skins denuded of the hair, and made
thin and soft, constitute the dress both of

the men and their wives. Their richest men

" See Larchcr's Noto on Herodot. Ill, 47 ; Flin. Nat.
"Hist. XIX, 1 ; and Frag. xxiv.

°* Butter; conf. Polysnn. Strateg. IV, 3, 32; cf. also
PeripU Mr. Mar. § 41, where the same expression
occurs.
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however use cotton raiment," but the number of

such men is small. They have no bed but sleep on

a litter of straw or leaves. That man isconsidered

the richest who possesses most sheep, and in

property of this sorb consists all their wealth.

Both men fmd women have, like dogs, tails

above their buttocks but larger and more

hairy.' They copulate like quadrupeds in dog-

fashion, and to copulate otherwise is thought

shameful. They are just, and of all men are the

longest- lived, attaining the age of 170, and some

even of 200 years.

24. Beyond theso again are other men who
inhabit the country above the sources of the

river, who are swarthy like the other Indians,

do no work, and neither eat grain nor drink

water, but rear a good many cows and goats

and sheep, and drink their milk as their sole

sustenance. Children are born among them

with the anus closed up, and the contents of the

bowels are therefore voided, it is said, as urine,

this being something like curds, though not

at all thick but feculent. When they drink milk

in the morning aud take another draught at

noon, and then immediately after eat a certain

sweet-tasted root of indigenous growth which is

said to prevent milk from coagulating in the

« Curtiua, VUI, 9, 21.
,0 Conf. Frag, i, section appended to § 33. Malte*Brun

considered that this statement had reference to the Oorang-
Outaug of the Island of Borneo, or perhaps of the Anda-
man islands.
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•toxnacb
9

this root towards evening acts as an

emetic, and they vomit up everything quit*

readily.

25. Among the Indians, he proceeds, there

are wild asses as large as horses, some being

even larger.
71 Their head is of £ dark red

colour, their eyes blue, and the rest of their

body white. They have a horn on their fore-

head, a cubit in length [the filings of this horn,

if given in a potion, are an antidote to poison-

ous drugs]. This horn for about two palm-

breadths upwards from the base is of the purest

white, where it tapers to a sharp point of a

flaming crimson, and, in the middle, is black.
79

These horns are made into drinking cups, and

such as drink from them are attacked neither

by convulsions nor by the sacred disease

(epilepsy). Nay, they are not even affected by

poisons, if either before or after swallowing

them they drink from these cups wine, water, or

anything else. While other asses moreover,

whether wild or tame, and indeed all other

solid-hoofed animals have neither huckle-bones,7*

nor gall in the liver, these one-horned asses
741

have both\ Their huckle-bone is the most

beautiful of all'I have ever seen, and is, in ap-

" See Fraff. xxv.
" Conf. Brace's account (Travels, vol. V, p. 93) who

describes its surface as of a reddish-browD.
T3 €

A<rrpayd\ovs, conf. Aristot. Hist An. II, 2, 9.

'* Tychsen thinks the rhinoceros is here meant, but the
colour and other details do not quite agree with that
animal. Heeren, As. Nat vol. II, pp. 384 ff.
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pearance and size, like that of the ox. It is as

heavy as lead, and of the colour of cinnabar 7 *

both on the surface, and all throughout; It is

exceedingly fleet and strong, and no creature that

pursues it, not even the horse, can overtake it.

26. 0r% first starting it scampers off some-

what leisurely, but the longer it runs, it gallops

faster and faster till the pace becomes most

furious." These animals therefore can only be

caught at one particular time—that is when

they lead out their little foals to the pastures

in which they roam. They are then hemmed
in on all sides by a vast number of hunters

mounted on horseback, and being unwilling

to escape while leaving their young to perish,

stand their ground and fight, and by butting

with their horns and kicking and biting kill

many horses and men. But they are in the

end taken, pierced to death with arrows and

spears, for to take them alive is in no way
possible. Their flesh being bitter

77
is unfit for

food, and they are hunted merely for the sake

of their horns and their huckle-bones. 78

27. He states that there is bred in the

" That is, vermilion.
ftf This is what Bruce relates of the rhinoceros.

—

Travelt,
toI. V", pp. 97 and 105.
" Bruce says it has a disagreeable musky flavour,
f* Of* Fraff. xxv, and the account .of tha unicorn

in Kosmas Indiltopl. ; conf. also Aristotle, dr. Part. An.
Ill, 2, and Hht. Anitn. IT, 1; and also Philostrat.
Vit. ApolL III, 2 and 3. ^Elian's account in the above
Frag, of the wild ass may be compared with his account
of the Kartnxtn,—Ind. 4nt.,. vcl. VI, p. 128.
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Indian river a worm™ like in appearance to that

which is fonnd in the fig, but seven cubits more
or less in length, while its thickness is such
that a boy ten years old could hardly clasp it

within the circuit of his arms. These worms
have two teeth—an upper and a lower, with
which they seize and devour their prey. In
the daytime they remain in the mud at the
bottom of the river, but at night they come
ashore, and should they fall in with any prey
as a cow or a camel, they seize it with their

teeth, and having dragged it to the river, there

devour it. For catching this worm a largo hook is

employed, to which a kid or a lamb is fastened

by chains of iron. The worm being landed, the

captors hang up its carca.se, and placing vessels

underneath it leave it thus for thirty days. All

this time oil drops from it, as much being got

as would fill ten Attic kofylai. At the end of

tho thirty days they throw away the worm, and
preserving the oil they take it to tho king of

the Indians, and to him alone, for no subject is

allowed to get a drop of it. Tin's oil [like fire]

sets everything ablaze over which it is poured
and it consumes not alone wood but even animals.

The flames can bo quenched only by throwing
over them a great quantity of clay, and that of a
thick consistency.*

*• See § 1, and Vrag". xxv'i. *° Cf. Frag, xxvi, whore
Lilian k'ivcb fuller particulars. A somt'wbsit similar crea-
ture i« mentioned by Palladium {fl** Brnrhwan. 10) as
belonging to the Gauges, lie calls it the Odoutotyrranos.

7.?*^.
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28. But again there ar^. .certain trees in

India as tall as the cedar or the cypress, having

leaves like those of tho date palm, only some-

what broader, but having no shoots sprouting

from the stems. They produce a flower like the

male laurel,Jbut no fruit. In the Indian language

they are called karpkm
% but in Greek pvpopota

(unguent-roses91) • These trees are scarce.

1,1 Baehr thinks tliis may be tho Chetak (Pandanu
odoratitsiwa), Kai4a, or Kyura. Bepardixig the word Jor-
pion Dr. Caldwell in the Introduction to bis Dravidian
Grammar thus writes : The earliest Dravidiau word in

Greek of which we know the date in xupirtov, Ktcsias'a name
for ciuuanion. . Hcrod'-tuB dest-riboa cinnamon as the
Ktiptbca, which wo, after the Phoenicians, call Kivvdficof*ov.

Liddell and Knott say "thin word bento a curious likeness
to its Arabic name kerfat, kirfuJi ." This resemblance must,
I think, ba accidental, seeing that Herodotus considered
cinnamon" alone an a fuivisn word. The word mentioned
by Ktftrias sccnis however to havo u real rtwriLbbuife to the
Arabic word and aim to a Dnividian one. Kt-prias describes
an odorous oil produced from an Indiau tree having flower*

like the laurel, which the Greeks called fivpopo8af but

which in India was called Kapiriov. From Klfaias's de-
8eriptioti(makiD.Gr allowaiieuforitaexafffferationp) it i<< evident
thatcinnamon oil was meant, and in this opinion Wahl agree*.
Uranius, a writer, quoted by Stephen of .Byzantium, mention*
Kepnadav as tmn of tho productions of the Abaseni, the
Arabian Abyasinians, by which we are donbtloxs to under*
stand, not no much fin products of their country us tho
articles in which they traded. From the connexion in

which it is found Ktpira&ov would appear to ba cinnamon,
and we can scarcely err in identifying it with k->rfat or
more properly kirfah, one of the nnines which cinutiinon

has received in Arabia. Some Arabian scholar*! dcriro
kirfah from karafa ' decortarit,' but M r. lTapsoun does
not admit this derivation, and considers kirfah a foreign

word. We are thus brought back to Kt-ftiaa's Ktipiriav, or tho

Indian word which K&pntov represented. As this is a word
of which wo know the antiquity, the supposition that tho
Greeks or the Indians borrowed it from tho Arabs is quite
inadmissible. What then is the Indian word Ktesiasreferred
to ? Not, as has been supposed, kurundhu, the Singhalese
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There oozes from them an oil in drops, which ars

wiped off from the stem with wool, from which

they are afterwards wrung out and received into

alabaster boxes of stone. The oil is in colour of

a faint red, and of a somewhat thick consistency.

Its smell is the sweetest in all the ^orld, and is

said to diffuse itself to a distance of five stadia

around. The privilege of possessing this per-

fume belongs only to the king and the members

of the royal family. A present of it was sent

by the king of the Indians to the king of the Per-

sians, and Ktesias alleges that he saw it himself,

and that it was of such an exquisite fragrance

as he could not describe, and he knew nothing

whercunto he could liken it.

29. He states that the cheese and the

wines of the Indians are the sweetest in the

world, adding that he knew this from his own

experience, since he had tasted both. 6 & ^flS

name for cinnamon derived from the Sanskrit htrunta,

but the Tamil- Malayftiam word karuppu or /rtfrppu, e.g.

karappa-{t)tailam9 Mai. oil of cinnamon. Other formB of

this word are karappu, Tcamva and hariivG, the last of

which is tho most common form in modern Tamil. Rheede
refers to this form of the word when he says that " in his

time in Malabar oils in high medical estimation were made
from both the root and the leaves of the Icarm or wild

cinnamon of that country." There are two meanings of

Icaru in Tamil-Malayfllam, 'black,' and 'pungent', and the

latter doubtless supplies ns with tho explanation of karuppu
'cinnamon' I have little doubt that the Sanskrit

karpfira, 'camphor/ is substantially the same as the Tamil-

Malayftlam karuppu, and KWsias's Kd/wriov, seeing that it

does not seem to have any root in Sanskrit and that

camphor and cinnamon are* nearly related. The camphor
of commerce is from a cinnamon tree, the camphora

. efficinarum.
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30. There is a fountain88 among the Indians

of a square shape and of about fire ells in

circumference. The water lodges in a rock.

The depth downward till you reach the water is

three cubits and the depth of the water itself

three orguiau Herein the Indians of highest

distinction bathe [both for purification and the

averting of diseases] along with their wives and

children; they throw themselves into the well

foot foremost, and when they leap in the water

casts them up again, and not only does it throw

up human beings to the surface, but it casts

out upon dry land any kind of animal, whether

living or dead, and in fact anything else that

is cast into it except iron and silver and gold

and copper, which all sink to the bottom. The

water is intensely cold and sweet to drink. It

makes a loud bubbling noise like water boiling

in a caldron. Its waters are a cure for

leprosy, and scab.
33 In the Indian tongue it

is called Ballade** and in Greek w^eXt/xiy (i. 0.

useful).

31. On those Indian mountains where the

Indian reed grows, there is a race of men whose
number is not less than 30,000, and whose wives

bear offspring only once in their whole life-

time. Their children have teeth of perfect

-* Conf . frag, xxxvii.
•3 Conf. Frag, xxvii.

M4 Balada in Sank, means ' giving strength
9

; and is ap-

plied to a bullock, and a medical plant : baladA U the
PhytaUi flexuosa.—Ed.
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whiteness, both the upper set and the under,

and the hair both of their head and of their

eyebrows is from their very infancy quite hoary,

and this whether they be boys or girls. Indeed
every man among them till he reaches his

thirtieth year has all the hair on his body white,

but from that time forward it begins to turn

black, and by the time they are sixty, there is

not a hair to be seen upon them but what is

black. These people, both men and women alike,

have eight fingers on each hand, and eight toes

on each foot. They arc a very warlike people,

and five thousand of them armed with bows
and spears follow the banners of the King of

the Indians. Their cars, he says, are so large

that they cover their arms as far as the elbows

while at the same time they cover all the back

and the one ear touches the other. 85

32. There is in Ethiopia an animal called

properly the Krohoftas^ but vulgarly the Kyno-

lylcns. It is of prodigious strength, and is said

to imitate the human voice, and by night to

call out men by their names, and when they

come forth at their call, to fall v-pnn them and

devour them. This animal has the courage of

the lion, the speed of the horse, and the strength

of the bull, and cannot be encountered success-

" a For an account of the various fabulous Indian race*

mentioned by the classical writers, and for their identifi-

cation with trie races mentioned in Sanskrit writings, set

Ind. Ant. t vol. VI, pp. 133-135, and footnotes.

;.»iJL££&:k
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fully with weapons of steel.
sa In Eubcea about

Khalkis the sheep have no gall,
s7 and their flesh

is so extremely bitter that dogs even will not

eat it. They say also that in the parts beyond

the Maurusiau Straits
83 rain falls in tho sum-

mer-time, while the same regions are in winter-

time scorched with heat. Jn tho country of tho

Kyonians80 there is, according to his account, a

certain fountain, which instead of water has

springs of oil—this oil being used by the people

in tho neighbourhood for all kinds of food. In

the region also called Met ad rid a there is

another fountain, this being at no great distance

from the sea. At midnight it swells with tho

utmost violence, and in receding casts forth lisli

upon dry land in such quantities that the people

of the place cannot gather them, and are obliged

to leave them lying rotting on the ground."

3o. Ivtesias thus writing and romancing

professes that his narrative is all perfect truth,

art
lfo^a:--]iuLp t]i.' ]\r>d-.tf,-t. .« -..if i.fhx.-i i.:i, vinV Dinrfor.

in,:?!.; .:;i;...i, //;.i. ,w. vn, :^- hi„ y . ii.n.xlu,
3L ; Pm-phyr. J>o Absiht. TU, p. £tt. L\*iiJl. llcsych. s. h.

v<v. ; linu'c's Ti\ireh % vol. V", p. ll.».
B7 <\,»r. Theopbr. JI. Vl^tU IX, IS, and Arist. Hist.

Ail 1,27.
ss Mavpovcri&v 7nA'">y—lridcrsfand *>f the Pillars of

JLiivuletf. Wc liavo Miiurusioti in Pliny, ILixL XaL V, 2;
Str:iho, (it-ng* XVII, iii, 2.

Si> *» ro3v Kvtovi&v x^fm npp^nrs *° h° corrupt. Wo
might suggest Cin in Mysi;i„ Tho ssiuio tiling is tuld of

the* fountain lv Sikuvgv x^/H1 a^ tha (,^y KuTicrr/Hiroy

thus commonly for MutlVtolitoi/ (Antigon. Mirab. 154).

Conf. also Aristot. Mii\ aw. c- 123.
'lo This section is found only in the MS. of Miiniah and

perhaps docs not belong to Ktosins.
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and, to assure ns of this, asseverates that he

has recorded nothing but what he either saw

with his own eyes, or learned from the testi-

mony of credible eye-witnesses. He adds more-

over that ho has left unnoticed many things far

more marvellous than any ho has related, lestany

onewho had not a previous knowledge of the facts

might look upon him as an arrant story-teller.

The01 Seres03 and the natives of Upper

India are said to be men of huge sin lure, so

that among them are found some who are IS

cubits in height and who also live till they are

above 200 years old. There are besides some-

where in the river called ihe Galites
03 men of a

brute-like appearance who have a hide like that

of a rhinoceros being quite impervious to darts,
04

while in India itself in the central parts of an

island of the ocean the inhabitants are said to

have tails of extraordinary length such as

satyrs arc represented with in pictures.
03

Fiug. IT.

From Arrian, Anab. Book V. 4, 2.

And Ktesias (if any one considers him a

competent authority) asserts that the distance

from the one bank of the Indus to the other

where the stream is narrowest is 40 stadia, and

01 This fragment in the Munich MS. forma a part of the
15th Section of the text of Photios.

92 Cf. Lucian Macrob. c. 5.
03 Var. lect.—Gaitros.
0i Cf. Ptolemy, Qeog. VII, iii, where the same words

are used.
os Cf . same chapter of same Book p. 178.
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where it is widest, so much even as 100 stadia,

though its breadth in general is the mean be-

tween these two extremes.

Frag. III.

Strabo, Geog. Book XV.

From thjs wc can see how greatly the

opinions of the others differ, Ktesias asserting

that India is not less than all the rest of Asia,

and Onesikritos that, &c.

Fi-oni tho Indilca of Arrian, 30.

Ktesias the Knidinn states that India is

equal to the rest of Asia, but he is wrong.

Fkao. IV.

iElian, De Nat. Anim. Book XVII, 29.

When Ihc King of the Indians goes on a

campaign, one hundred thousand war-elephants

go on before him, while three thousand more,

that are of superior size and strength, march,

I am told, behind him, these being trained to

demolish the walls of the enemy. This they

effect by rushing against them at the King's

signal, and throwing them down by the over-

whelming force with which they press their

breasts against them. Ktesias reports this

from hearsay, but adds that with his own eyes

he had seen elephants tear up palm trees, roots

and all, with like furious violence ; and this they

do whenever they are instigated to the act

by their drivers.
96

" M Conf Piodor. II., 17 ; Strabo, XV, I, 41 ff. ; Curtius,

VIII, 9, 17; Koiamos Indikoplcustes, XI, p. 339.
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Frag. V.

(A) Aristotle, l)e Gener. Anim. II, 2.

What Ktesias has said regarding the seed of

the elephant is plainly false, for he asserts that

when dry it tarns hard so as to become like

amber; and this it does not.
07

(B) From tho ramie, toward.-* iho cud of the 3rd Book
of hiri History of Animals.

What Ktesias lias written rerardin^ the seed

of the elephant is false.

(C) /Ulinu.Vte Animal. XVI, 2.

Cooks [in India] are of immense size, and

their crests nre not red like tha crests of onr

own cocks, but many-hued, like a floral p-jirland ;

their rnmp feathers are neither curved nor

wreathed, but broad, and these they (tail after

them in the way tho peacock drags his lail when

he does not make it stand erect. Tho feathers

of the Indian cocks are partly golden, and

partly of a gleaming azure like the smaragdiis

stone.
us

Frag. VI.

(A) iElinn, Do Animal. AT#rf. XVI, 31.

Klesias in his account of "India says that the

people called the Kynamolgoi rear many

dogs as big as the Hyrkauian breed, and this

Knidian writer tells us also why they keep so

many dogs, and this is the reason : From the

time of the summer solstice on to mid-winter

9f KtcaiaH, however, probably referrod to the matter
which issued from the orifice in the temples.

g* A kind of pheasant in meant—thoImpeyanum Lophop.
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they are incessantly attacked by herds of wild

oxen, coming like u swarm of bees or a flight

of angry wasps, only that the oxen are more

numerous by far. They are ferocious withal

and. proudly defiant, and butt most viciously

with 1 heir horns. The K y nn m o 1 goi, unable

to withstand them otherwise, let loo.se their

dogs upon them, which are bied for this express

purpose, and these dogs easily overpower the

oxen and worry them to death. Then come

the masters, and appropriate to their own use

such parls of (he caiv;ises as Ihev deem (it for

food, but they set apart for their dogs all the

rest, ami gralitude prompts them to give this

share cheerfully- Daring the season whim

they are left unmolested by the oxen, they

cm
i
ploy their dogs in hunting other animals.

They milk the bitches, and this is why they

are called Kynaniolgoi (dog-milkers). They

drink (his milk just as wo drink that of the

sheep or the goat.

(B) Polyiloukiu (Pollux), Oiimnadic. V, 5, 41, ]>. 497.

The Kninmoln'oi are doirs living about

the lakes in the soulh of India and subsisting

upon cows' milk. They are attacked in the

hot season by the oxen of [udia, but they fight

these assailants and overcome them, as Ktesias

relates.
09

99 Conf. Diod. Ill, 31 ; Megaathcncs in Strabo, XV.
37 .;

Pliii. Hist. Nat. VII, 2 ; Curtis, IX, i. 31.
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(B) Mian, t>e Animal. Nat. IV, 32.

It is worth while learning what like are the

cattle of the Indians. Their goats and their

sheep are, from what I hear, bigger than the

biggest asses, and they produce four young ones

at a time, and never fewer than three. The tails

of the sheep reach down to their fc<!t, and the

tails of the goafs are so long Unit they almost

touch the ground. The shepherds cut off the

tails of those ewes that are good for breeding

to let them be mounted by the rams, and these

tails yield an oil which is squeezed out from

their fat. They cut also the tails of the rams,

and having extracted the fat, sew them up

again so carefully that no trace of the incision

is afterwards seen.

Fiiao. VII.

Tzetzcs, Chil. VII, v. 730, from the Third Book of the

'ApaftiKtov of Urauius.

If any one thinks that the size of the Arabian

reeds has been exaggerated, who, asks Tzctzes,

would believe what Ktesias says of the Indian

reeds—that they arc two orguiai in breadth, and

that a couple of cargo-boats could be made from

a single joint of one of these reeds.
100

Frag. VIII.

Aristotlo, De Hint. Anim. II, 1.

No animals of these species have a double

row of teeth, though, if we arc to believe

lio Conf. Pliny, Hist. Nat. XV r, 36 ; VII, 2;Thco-
phrast. Plant. Hist. IX. Jl; Hcrodot. III. 98 j Strabo,
XV, 21.
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Ktesias, there is one exception to the rule; for

he asserts that the Indian beast called the

Martikhora has a triple row of teeth in each of

its jaws. lie describes the animal as being

equal in size to the lion, which it also resembles

in its claws and in having shaggy hair, though

its face and its ears are like those of a human
being. Its eyes are blue and its hair is of the

colour of cinnabar. 101
Its tail, which resembles

that of the laud scorpion, contains 1he sting, and

is furnished with a growth of prickles which it

has I he power of discharging like shafts shotfrom
a how. Its voice is like the sound of the pipe

and the trumpet blended together. Tt runs fast,

being as nimble as a deer. Tt is very ferocious

and has a great avidity for human flesh.

Fkao. IX.

Pausanias (Boint, IX. xxi. 4) quoting Ktesias, thus
describea the samo animal.

The animal mentioned by Ktesias in his

Indika, called by the Indians the Martikhora,

but by the Creeks, it is said, av&pa<f>dyav (man-

eater) is, I am couvinccd, the tiger. It is de-

scribed as liaviug three rows of teeth in each of

its jaws and as liaving stings at the end of its

tail, wherewith it defends itself against its

assailants whether lighting at close quarters or

at a distance. In the latter case it shoots its

stings clean away from its tail like shafts shot

from a bow-string.

101
i. e. vermilion.
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[The Indians appear to me to have accepted

this account* which is not true, through their

excessive dread of this creature.]

Fximl X.

Pliny, H. N. VIII, 21 (a.l. 30.)

Ktesias stoics that the animal wWfeh he calls

the Mitrlilchorti is found among* these people

[the Indians or rather the Aeihiopians].

According to his description, it has a triple row
of teeth, ranged together like the teeth of a

comb; its f;icc and its ears arc like those of a

human being, while its eyes are hJuo and its

hair of a Mood- red colour. It has the body of

a lion and its tail is armed with stilus, with

which it smites like the scorpion. Its voice

is like the commingled sound <>1' the pipe and

the trumpet. It- runs very fast, and is vejy

fond of human flesh.

Fi.wo. XI.

From /Elian, J)c Anunal. f V. "1 ; reppectitiff the Indian

Marti kliorib.

Tn India is found a. wild animal called in the

native tongue the MarllLhora. jt is of great

strength and ferocity, being about as big as a

lion, of a red colour like cinnabar, and covered

\\ ith rfiajrgy hair like n dog. Its face, however,

is not bestial, but resembles that of a human

being. It has both in the upper and the lower

jaw st double row of teeth which are extremely

sharp at the points and larger than the canine.
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Its ears in their conformation are like the

human, but they are larger and covered with

shaggy hair. Its eyes also are like the human,

and of a bluecolour. Ithas the feetandtheclaws

of a lion, but its tail, which may be more tlian

a cubit lor^ is not only furnished at the tip

with a scorpion's sting but is armed on both

sides with a row of stings. With the sting at

the tip it smites any one who comes near it, and

kills him therewith instantaneously, but if it is

pursued it uses the side stings, discharging

them like arrows against the pursuer, whom it

can hit even though he bo at a good distance

off. When it fights, having the enemy in front,

it bends the tail upward, but when, like the

Sakians, it fights while retreating, it straightens

it out to the fullest length. The stings, which

are a foot long and as slender as a rush (or a

fine thread), kill every animal they hit, with

the exception of the elephant only. Ktcsias

says that he had been assured by the Indians

that those stings that are expended in fighting

are replaced by a growth of new ones as if to

perpetuate this accursed plague. Its favourite

food, according to the same author, is human
flesh, and to satisfythis lust, it kills a great many
men, caring not to spring from its ambush

upon a solitary traveller, but rather upon aband

of two or three for which it is singly more than

a match. All the beasts of the forest yield to

its prowess, save only the lion, which it is im-

6
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potent to subdue. That it loves above all

things to gorge itself with human flesh, is

clearly shown by its name—for the Indian

word Martikhora means man-eater—and it has

its name from this particular habit. It runs

with all the nimblencss of a deer. T&e Indians

hunt the young ones before the stings appear

on their tails, and break the tails themselves

in pieces on the rocks to prevent stings grow-

ing upon them. Its voice has a most striking

resemblance to the sound of a trumpet. Ktesias

says that he had seen in Persia one of these

animals, which had been sent from India as a

gift to the Persian king. Such are the pecu-

liarities of the Martikhora as described by

Ktesias, and if any one thinks this Knidian

writer a competent authority on such subjects,

he must be content with the account which he

lias given.

.
Frao. XII.

(A) Antigonofl, Mirab. Nar. Cong. Hint. c. 182.

He says that Ktesias gives an account of an

undying fire burning on Mount Chimaera
in the country of the Phaselitai. Should

the flame be cast into water, this but sets it

into a greater blaze, and so if you wish to put

it out you must cast some solid substance

into it.

(B) Pliny, Hist. Nat. II, 106.

Mount Chimaera in Phasdlis is vol-

canic, and burns night and day with a perpetual
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flame.102 According to Ktesias the Knidian, the

fire is augmented by water, but extinguished

by earth or hay.108

C. Mian, De Anim. XVI. 37.

Among the Indian Psylloi (who are so

called to distinguish them from the Libyan

Psylloi) the horses are no bigger than rams,

while the sheep look as small as lambs. The

asses are likewise correspondingly small and

so are the mules and the oxen, and in short all

cattle of whatever kind.104

Frag. XIII.

Mian, Nat. An. IV, 26.

Hares and foxes are hunted by the Indians

in the manner following. They do not require

dogs for the purpose, but taking the young of

eagles, of ravens and of kites, they rear and

train them to pursue these animals by subject-

ing them to this coarse of instraction. Taking

a pet hare and a tamo fox, they fasten on to

each a gobbet of flesh, and then making them

run away, at the same time dismiss the birds to

give them instant chase, and catch the alluring

bait. The birds eagerly pursue, and catching

up either the hare or the fox, pounce upon the

flesh, with which they are allowed to glut their

maw in recompense for their activity in having

102 Conf. Ind. AnL, vol. IX, p. 109, and Beaufort's
Travels.

103 Foeno, for which perhaps^mo should be read.
10* See Frag. xv. From this it appears that Kteeiaa

calls the same race both Psylli and Pygmies.
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captured it. When they have thus become

adepts in hunting, they are taken out to pur-

sue mountain hares and wild foxes, when, on

sighting the quarry, they at once give it chase

in hope of earning the customary dainty, and

having quickly caught itbring it to tljidr masters,

as Ktesias acquaints us. From the same

source we further learn that the entrails of

the quarry are given them instead of the gob-

bets of flesh to which they had been formerly

treated.

Frao. XIV.

(A) JElian Nat. Anim. IY, 27.

The gryphon, an Indian animal, is, so far as I

can learn, four-footed like the lion and has

claws of enormous strength closely resembling

his. It is described as having feathers on its

back, and these black, while the breast feathers

are red and those of the wing white. Accord-

ing to Ktesias jts neck is variegated with

feathers of a bright blue ; its beak is like an

eagle's ; and its head like the representations

which artists give of it in paintings and sculp-

tures. Its eyes are said to be fiery red, and it

builds its nest upon the mountains, and, as it

is impossible to catch these birds when full

grown, they are caught when quite young. The

Baktrians who are next neighbours to the

Indians give out that these birds guard the gold

found in the regions which they haunt, and

that they dig it out of the ground and build
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their nests with it, and that the Indians carry

off as much of it as falls to the ground. The

Indians however deny that the gryphons guard

the gold, alleging, what I think is highly

probable, that gold is a thing gryphons have no

use for ; buj they admit that when these birds

see them coming to gather the gold, they become

alarmed for their young and attack the in-

truders. Nor do they resist man only, but beasts

of whatever kind, gaining an easy victory over

all except only the elephant and the lion, for

which they are no match. The gryphons, then,

being so formidable1
, the natives of these

countries go not to gather gold in the day time,

but set out under cover of night when they are

least likely to be detected. Now the auriferous

region which the gryphons inhabit is a fright-

ful desert,
10* and those who make a raid upon

the gold, select a moonless night, and set out

armed, the expedition being a thousand or even

two thousand strong. They take with them

mattocks for digging the gold and sacks in

which to carry it away. If they areunobservedby

the gryphons they have a double share of good

luck
?
for they not only escape with their lives

butbeara freight of gold in triumph home, where,

the metal having been purified by those who

are skilful in smelting ores, they are recomT

pensed with overflowing wealth for all the

108 Perhaps the Desert of Gobi.
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hazards of the enterprise. Should they on

the other hand be detected in the act of

theft, certain death would bo their fate. I

have learned by enquiry that they do not

return home till after an absence of three or

four years.
105

^
Frag. XV.

(A) .Elian, Nat. An. XVI, 37.

It is said that neither the wild nor the tame

swine is found in India, and that the Indians so

mucli abhor the flesh of this animal that they

would as soon taste human flesh as taste pork.

(B) Julian, De Nat. Anim. Ill, 4.

The following also arc peculiarities in the

nature of animals. The swine, according to

Ktdsias, whether wild or tame, is not found in

India, and he somewhere states that Indian

sheep have tails a cubit in breadth.

(C) Arist., De Hist. Anim. VIII, 28.

In India, as Ktesias, a writer not to be de-

pended on, tells lis, the swine is not found either

wild or tame.

[The animalsofthatcountry howeverwhich are

bloodless and those that lie in holes are all large.]

(D) Palladius, De Braehman, p. 5.

For the swine of the Thebai'd, on account of

the excessive heat, is no longer found either in

the parts of India or of ./Ethiopia.

109 The same is related from Milan by Philo, De animall.
propriett. 2, pp. 15 seq. ; corit Herodot. III. 116; IV.
13, 27. Baehr has a very long note on the Gryphons.
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(E) Fallad., De Brack., p. 4.

It (India) lias also palms and the largest of

nuts, the Indian as well as the small nut which

is aromatic.

(F) Antig. Mirab. Nar. 160.

Ktesias, he says, informs us that in ^Ethiopia

there is a ifiuntain whose waters are red like

cinnabar, and make those who drink them mad.
(G) From the work of Sdtidn.

Ktesias relates that in ^Ethiopia there is a

fountain of water resembling cinnabar in colour

which deprives those who drink it of their

reason, so that they confess all the misdeeds

which they have secretly committed.

(H) Pliny, XXXI, 2.

In drinking this water due moderation must

be observed lest it make you mad like those

persons who drink of that red fountain in

Ethiopia whereof Ktfisias writes.

(I) Michael. Aposfcol. Proverb, XX, 6.
107

A swine among the roses, a proverb applied

by Kratos to the intractable and uneducated.

Ktesias asserts that the swine is not bred in

India, either the wild or the tame kind, and ho

somewhere mentions that the sheep have tails

a cubit in breadth.

Fkag. XVI.
Pliny, Hist. Nat XVII, 2.

Onesikritus says that in those parts of India

where no shadows are cast there are men who

aro 5 cubits and 2 palms in stature and who
tjt

107 This is given as frag. 2D by Lion, but not by Mailer.
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live 130 years without becoming old, for if

they die then they are cut off as it were in

mid-life. Krates of Pergamus calls the Indians

who live over a hundred years Gymnetae, but

many writers call them Makrobii. KtSsias

asserts that a tribe of them callpA Pandarae

inhabiting the valleys live for 200 years, and

have in their youth white hair, which turns

black when they grow old.

Frag. XVII.

Mian, Nat. An. IV, 36.

Writers on India inform us that that country

produces many drugs, and is astonishingly pro-

lific of those plants that yield them. Many of

these drugs are medicinal and cure snake-bites,

which are so dangerous to life, but others are

deleterious and quickly destroy life. Among
these may be reckoned the poison of a parti-

cular kind of serpent, one which to appearance

is about a span long. Its colour is purple of

the deepest dye, but not on the head, which

so farfrombeing puq^le, is extraordinarily white,

whiter even than snow or than milk. It is

found in those parts of India which are most

scorched by the sun. It has no teeth, and does

not at all incline to bite, and hence one would

think it to be of a tame and gentle nature, but

nevertheless, wherever it casts its vomit, bo it

upon the limb of a man or of a beast, nothing

can prevent the whole of that limb from morti-

fying. It is sought after for the sake of this
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poison, and is, when caught, suspended from a
tree by the tail, so that the head may look down-

ward to the ground. Below its mouth they

place a casket made of brass, to receive the

drops of poison as they fall. The matter thus

discharged condenses and becomes a solid mass

which might be mistaken for the gum which

oozes from the almondrtree. When the snake is

dead the vessel is replaced by another, which

is also of brass, for the carcase then discharges

a serous humour like water, which, after being

allowed to stand for three days, takes also a solid

form. The two masses differ from each other

in colour, the one being jet-black and the other

the colour of amber. If you take of the latter

no more than what would equal the bulk of a

sesame seed, and administer this to one either

in his food or his drink, he is first of all seized

with violent spasms, and his eyes in the next

place become distorted, and his brain, forcing its

way through his nostrils, runs out, when death

ensues after a short but sharp agony. If a

smaller dose is taken, death does not imme-

diately ensue, but does so eventually. The

black poison, again, which has oozed from the

snake when dead, operates but slowly, for if one

swallows the same bulk of it as of the other, it

corrupts his blood and he falls into a consump-

tion, of which he dies in a year's time. Many,

however, survive for two years, dying inch

by inch, ^

7
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Fkag. XVIII.

Mian, De Nat. An. IV, 41.

There is a species of Indian bird of very

diminutive size which may be thus described.

It builds its nests on high and precipitous moun-

tains, and is about as big as a partridge egg,

and of a bright red colour like realgar. The

Indians call it in their tongue dikairon, and the

Greeks in theirs, as I am. informed, dihaion (i. e.

just). Its dung has a peculiar property, for if

a quantity of it no bigger than a grain of millet

be dissolved into apotion, it would be enough to

kill a man by the fall of evening. But the

death that comes thereby resembles a sleep,

and is most pleasant withal and pangless, being

like that death which the poets are wont to call

lusimeles (limb-relaxing) and abUhhros (easy),

for such a death is painless, and is therefore to

those who wish to be rid of life, the sweetest

of all deaths. The Indians accordingly spare

no pains to procure this substance, which they

regard as a genuine anodyne for all human

ills. Hence it is included among the costly

presents sent by the king of the Indians to

the Persian king, by whom it is prized more

than aught else, and who treasures it up as a

sure defence in case of necessity against ills

that are past all other remedy. No one in all

Persia possesses it save only the king himself

and the king's mother. Let us here then

compare this Indian drug with the Egyptian
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so as to determine which is superior. The
Egyptian we saw, had the effect throughout

the day it was taken of restraining and check-

ing tears, whereas the Indian induced an

unending oblivion of all ills. The former was
the gift of £^woman, and the latter the gift of

a bird, or rattier of Nature, which, through the

agency of this bird, unfetters man from the

sternest bondage. And the Indians, they say,

are happy in the possession of this, since they

can by its means whenever they please, escape

from their prison-house here below.

Frag. XIX.

ApollonioH (Dyskolos), Hi/it. Mirab. XVII.

Ktesias says that in India is found a tree

called the parybon. This draws to itself every-

thing that comes near, as gold, silver, tin, copper

and all other metals. Nay, it even attracts

sparrows when they alight in its neighbourhood.

Should it bo of large size, it would attract even

goats and sheep and similar animals.

Fkag. XX.
Pliny, Hist Nat. XXXVII, 2.

Ktfisias says that in India is a river, the

Hypobaras, and that the meaning of its name

is the bearer of all good things. It flows from the

north into the Eastern Ocean near a mountain

well-wooded with trees that produce amber.

These trees are called aphytacorae^ a name which

means luscious sweetness.
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Frag. XXI.
Tzotzfc, Chil. VII, v, 714.

Ktfisias says that in India are the trees that

produce amber, and the men called the Kyno-

kephaloi, who, according to his account, are

very just men living by produce of ^he chase.

Pkag. XXIL
p

Pliny, Hist. Nat. VII, 2.

On many mountains (of India) is found a

race of men with heads like those of dogs, who
are dressed with the skins of wild beasts, who

bark instead of speaking, and who, being armed

with claws, live by hunting and fowling. Ktesias

says that in his time the number of these men
was 120,000.

Fiiag. XXIII.
TElian, IV, 46.

Among the Indians are found certain insects

about the size of beetles and of a colour so red

that at first sight one might mistake them for

cinnabar. Thoir legs are of extraordinary

length and soft to the touch. They grow

upon the trees which produce amber, and sub-

sist upon their fruit. The Indians collect them

for the sake of the purple dye, which they

yield when crushed. This dye is used for

tinting with purple not only their outer and

their under-garments, but also any other sub-

stance where a purple hue is required. Robes

tinted with this purple are sent to the Persian

king, for the Indian purple is thought by the

Persians to be marvellously beautiful and far
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superior to their own. This we learn from

Ktesias, who says well, for this dye is in fact

deeper and more brilliant than the renowned

Lydian purple.

In tliat part of India where the beetles

(KavBdpoi) fro met with, live the Kynokephaloi,

who are so called from their being like dogs in

the shape of their head and in their general

appearance. In other respects, however, they

resemble mankind, and go about clad in the

skins of wild beasts. They are moreover very

just, and do no sort of injury to any man.

They cannot speak, but utter a kind of howl.

Notwithstanding this they comprehend the

language ofthe Indians . They subsistuponwild

animals, which their great flcetness of foot en-

ables them to capture with the utmost ease.

Having killed the prey theycut it into pieces, and

roast it by the heat of the sun and not by fire.

They keep goats however and sheep, whose milk

supplies them with drink, as the chase with food*

I have mentioned them among the brutes, and

with good reason, for they do not possess arti-

culate and intelligible speech like mankind.108

Frag. XXIV.
Servius the Commentator on Virgil ; Mneid, I, v, 663.

Acantho—i. e. with a flexible twig in imita-

tion of which a robe is .artificially adorned

10* Herodotus mentions Kynokephaloi in Africa (IV,

192) ; conf . Diodor. Ill, 34 ; Augustine, 0. D. XVI, 8

;

Aristot. Hist. Anim. 11, 8 ; Strabo, XVI, iv, 15 ; Philost.

Vit. Apollon. VI, 1.
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and wrought. Varitis makes this statement.

Ktcsias says that there are trees in India which

grow wool.

Frag. XXV.
(A) -Mian, Hist An, IV, 52.

I have ascertained by enquiry ^that wild

asses are found in India as big as horses. The

animal is entirely white, except about the head,

which is of a reddish colour, while the eye

gleams with azure. It has a horn upon its

forehead about a cubit and a half long. This

horn is white at thobase, crimson at the tip, and

jet black in the middle. These particoloured

horns are used, I understand, as drinking cups

by the Indians, not indeed by people of all

ranks, but only by the magnates, who rim

them at intervals with circlets of gold just

as they would adorn with bracelets the arm of

some beautiful statue. They say that whoever

drinks out of this horn is protected against all

incurable diseases, for he can neither be seized

by convulsions nor by what is called the sacred

disease (epilepsy),
100 and noithcr can he be cut

off by poison ; nay if before drinking from it he

should have swallowed anything deleterious, he

vomits this, and escapes scatheless from all ill

effects, and while, as lias been believed, a\l

other asses, wherever found, and whether wild

or tame, and even all solid-hoofed animals, liave

neither a huckle-bone (atrrpayaXos) nor a gall in

»• Cf. Herod. Ill, 33.
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the liver, the Indian horned asses have according

to Ktesias both a huckle-bone and a gall in

the liver. The huckle-bones are said to be black,

not only on the surface but all throughout as

may be proved by breaking one to pieces. They

are fleeter|not only than other asses but even

than horses and deer. On first starting they run

leisurely, but they gradually strengthen their

pace, and then to overtake them, is, to use a

poetic expression, theunattainable (ra W^ra)- 110

When the dams have brought forth and begin to

lead out their young ones to the pastures, the

males are in close attendance, and guard their

offspring with devoted care. They roam about

in the most desolate tracts of the Indian plain,

and when the hunters come to attack them, they

relegate their foals, being as yet but young and

tender, to graze in the rear, while in front they

fight to defend them. Their mode of attack is

to charge the horsemen, using the horn as the

weapon of assault, and this is so powerful, that

nothing can withstand the blow it gives, but

yields and snaps in two, or is perhaps shivered

to pieces and spoiled for further use. They

sometimes even fall upon the horses, and so

cruelly rip up their sides with the horn that

t^ieir very entrails gush out. The riders, it

may well be imagined, drcrul to encounter them

at close quarters, since the penalty of approach-

n0 Used by Homer.
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ing them is a miserable death both to man and
horse. And not only do they butt, but they

also kick most viciously and bite ; and their bite

is much to be dreaded, for they tear away all

the flesh they grasp with their teeth. It is

accordingly impossible to take th^rn alive if

they be full-grown ; and hence they must bo

despatched with such missiles as the spear or

the arrow. This done, the Indians despoil them

of their horns, which they ornament in the

manner already described. . The flesh is so very

bitter that the Indians cannot use it for food.111

(B) JElian, III, 41.

India, he says, produces unicorn horses and

breeds likewise unicorn asses. Drinking cups

are made from these horns. Should one who
plots against another's life put a deadly poison

into these cups no harm is done to the man
who drinks therefrom. The horn of the horse

and the ass, it would appear, is an antidote

against evil.

Frag. XXVI.
iElian, Nat An. V, 3.

The river Indus has no living creature in

it except, they say, the Skolfo, a kind of worm
which to appearance is very like the worms that

are generated and nurtured in trees. It differs

however in size, being in general seven cubits in

length and of such a thickness that a child of

m Conf. -ffilian. Ill, 41 ; XVI, 20 ; Ariatot. De partt
Anim. Ill, 2; Philostrat. Vit. Apoll. Ill, 2.
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ten could scarcely clasp it round in his arms.

It has a single tooth in each of its jaws>
Quadran-

gular in shape and above four feet long. These

teeth are so strong that they tear in pieces with

ease whatever they clutch, be it a stone or bo

it a beast, whether wild or tame. In the day-

time these Vorms remain hidden at the bottom

of the river, wallowing with delight in its mud
and sediment, but by night they come ashore

in search of prey, and whatever animal they

pounce upon—horse, cow, or ass, theydragdown
to the bottom of the river, where they devour it

limb by limb, all except the entrails. Shouldthey

be pressed by hunger they come ashore even in

the daytime, and should a camel then or a cow

come to the brink of the river to quench its

thirst, they creep stealthily up to it, and having

with a violent spring secured their victim by

fastening their fangs in its upper Hp, they drag

it by sheer force into the water, where they make
a sumptuous repast of it. The hide of the slcolex

is two finger-breadths thick. The natives have

devised the following method for catching it. To
a hook of great strength and thickness they

attach an iron chain, which they bind with a

rope made of a broad piece of white cotton.

Then they wrap wool round the hook and the

rope, to prevent them being gnawed through by

the worm, and having baited the hook with a

kid, the line is thereupon lowered into the

stream. As many as thirty men, each of whom

8
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is equipped with a Bword and a spear fitted

viith a thong, hold on to the rope, having also

stout cudgels of cornel lying ready to hand, in

case it should be necessary to fell the monster

with blows. As soon as it ishooked and swallows

the bait, it is hauled ashore and despatched by

the fishermen, who suspend its carcase till it has

been exposed for 30 days to the heat of the

sun. An oil all this time oozes out from it, and

falls by drops into earthen vessels. A single

worm yields ten Tiotulai (about five pints). The

vessels having been sealed up, the oil is des-

patched to the king of the Indians, for no one

else is allowed to have so much as one drop of

it. The rest of the carcase is useless. Now this

oil possesses this singular virtue, that if you

Wish to burn to ashes a pile of any kind of wood,

you have only to pour upon it half a pint of the

oil, and it ignites without your applying a

spark of fire to kindle it, while if it is a man or a

beast you want to burn, you pour out the oil, and

in an instant the victim is consumed. By means

of this oil also the king of the Indians, it is

said, captures hostile .cities without the help of

rams or testudos or other siege apparatus, for

he has merely to set them on fire with the oil,

and they fall into his hands. How he proceeds

is this. Having filled with the oil a certain

number of earthen vessels which hold each

about half a pint, he closes up their mouths, and

aims them at the uppermost parts of the gates

;
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and if they strike there and break, the oil runs

down the woodwork, wrapping it in flames

which cannot be put out, but with insatiable

fury burn the enemy, arms and all. The only

way to smother and extinguish this fire is to

cast rabbis^ into it. This account is given by

Ktesias the Knidian.

Frag. XXVIL
(A) From Antigonos, Mirab. Nar. Cong. Hist. 165.

It is said that Ktesias mentions certain lakes in

India, one of which, like the lakes in Sicily and

Media made everything that was cast into it

sink down [float] except gold, copper, and iron-

Moreover, should anything fall into it aslant, it is

thrown up standing erect. It is said to cure the

disease called the white leprosy. Another lake

at certain seasons yields an oil which is found

floating on the surface.

(B) From S6tidn in scattered passages wliero he relates

marvels about rivers, fountains and lakes.

There is a fountain in India which throws

out upon its banks as if shot from an engine those

who dive into its waters, as Ktesias relates.
112

(C) Strabo, Geog. XVI, 4.

Ktesias the Knidian mentions a fountain

which discharges into the sea water of a red

colour and full of minium (red-lead).

Frag. XXVIII.
Pliny, Hint Nat. XXXI, 2.

Ktdsias records that in India is a pool of

"* Conf. Aristot. Mir. Auae. o. 122 ; Plin. Hist. Nat.
II. 103.
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water called Side118 in which nothing will float,

but everything sinks to the bottom.

Frag. XXIX.
(A) Antigonos, Mirab. Nar. Cong. Hist. o. 182.

Ktesias mentions the water which falls from

a rock in Armenia, and which cast| out black

fish which cause the death of the eater.

(B) Pliny, Hist. Nat XXXI, 2.

Ktesias writes that in Armenia there is a

fountain with black fish which, if taken as food,

produce instantaneous death, and I heard the

same said of the Danube, that where it rises,

the same kind of black fish is found in it till

you come to a fountain adjoining its channel,

and that this fountain is therefore commonly

believed to be the head of the river. They

tell the same thing of the Nymph's pool in

Lydia.

Frag. XXX.
(A) Tzetzte, Chil. VII, v, 638.

. This Skylax (of Karyanda) writes other such

stories by the myriads, stories of one-eyed men,

and of men that sleep in their ears, and

thousands ofother wonderful creatures, all which

he speaks of as really existing, and not fictitious

;

but for my part, as I have never met with any

of them, I do not believe in them, although there

are multitudes, such as KtSsias, Iamboulos,

113 Isidor. Origg, xiii, 13 ; Conf. Antigen, o. 161

;

Diodorua, II, 86, 7 ; Arrian, Ind. c. 6 ; Strabo, XV, i,

38 j and Ind. Ant. vol. V, pp. 333, 334, and vol. VI,
pp. 121, 130.
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Hdsigonos, Rheginos, who not only believe

that these, bat that still greater monstrosities!

are to be found in the world.

(B) Pliny, Hint. Nat. VII, 2.

And ho affirms that there is atribe of Indians

whose W03jien bear offspring once only in their

lifetime, ana whose hair turns white in the

very childhood. lie mentions also a race of

men called Monosceli (one-legged), who, though

they had but a single leg, could hop upon it

with wonderful agility, and that they were

also called Sciopodae, because that when they

lay on their back in very hot weather, they

shaded themselves from the sun with their feet.

They lived not very far from the Troglodytes

(cave-dwellers). To the west of these, he adds,

lived men without a neck, and who had their

eyes placed in their shoulders.

(C) From the same.

According to Ktesias the Indian people which

is called Pan do re and occupies the valleys,

live for 200 years, and have in early youth

hoary hair which turns black as they become

old. There is a people on the other hand

whose life-time does not exceed forty years.

They are next neighbours to the Makrobii, and

their women produce offspring once only. Aga-

tharchidGs asserts the same, and adds that they

live upon locusts and arc fleet of foot. [To

these Klitarchus gave the name of Mandi,
^nd MegaathenSs reckons the number of their
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villages at 300. Their women bear children

when thejr are seven years old, and they are

in their old age at forty.]

Frag. XXXI.
Gellius, Noct. Attic. IX. c, 4.

When we were returning from Qreece into

Italy, and had made our way to Brundusium,

and having disembarked, were walking about

in that famous seaport which Eniiius, using a

somewhat far-fetched but sufficiently well-

known word, called the fortunate (praepes),

we saw a number of bundles of books lying

exposed for sale. I lost not a moment, but

pounced with the utmost avidity upon these

books. Now, they were all in Greek and full

of wonders and fables—containing relations of

things unheard of and incredible, but written

by authors of no small authority—Aristeas of

Proconnosos and Tsigonos of Nicaca, and Ktd-

sias, and Onesikritos and Polystephanos and

Hegesias. The volumes themselves however

were musty with accumulated mould, and their

whole condition and appearance showed that

they were going fast to decay. I went up to

the stall however, and enquired the prices, and

being induced by the wonderful and unexpect-.

ed cheapness, I bought a great lot of the books

for a few coppers ; and occupied myself for the

next two days in glancing over the contents.

As I read I made some extracts, noting the

wonderful stories which none of our writers
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have as yet aimed at composing, and inter-

spersing them with these comment^ of my
own, so that whoever reads these books may
not be found quite a novice in stories of the

sort like one who has never even heard of

them befo^. [Gellius now goes on to record

many particulars regarding the Skythians, Ari-

maspians, Sauromatae and others of whom
Pliny has written at length in his Natural

History. These particulars have been evident-

ly extracted from the Indika of Ktesias and

are here subjoined] :
—" On the mountains of

India are men who have the heads of dogs, and

bark, and who live by hunting and fowling.

There arc besides in the remotest regions of

the East other strange creatures—men who are

called Monocoli (one-legged), who run hopping

upon their one leg with wonderful agility

;

others who have no necks but have eyes in their

shoulders." All unbounded however is his as-

tonishment on his learning from these writers

about a race of men in the uttermost parts of

India having shaggy bodies and plumage like

that of birds, who live uot upon food, but on

the perfume of flowers inhaled through the nos-

trils. Not far from these live the Pygmies, the

tallest of whom do not exceed 2£ feet. The books

contained these and many similar absurd stories,

and as we perused them we felt how wearisome

a task it is to read worthless books which

conduce neither to adorn nor to improve life.
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Fkag. XXXII.
Frag, IV. From Athenaios, lib. X. [c. 9.]

:w

Ktesias says that in India the king is not allow-

ed to make himself drunk, but that the Persian

king is allowed to do so on one particular day

—that on which sacrifice is offered to Mithras.

Frag. XXXIII. t
e

Tzetzfls, Chil. VIII, v, 987. 116

Herodotus, Diodoros, Ktesias and all others

agree that the Happy Arabia, like the Indian

land, is most odoriferous, exhales a spicy fra-

grance, so that the very soil of the former, and

the stones of the latter, if cut, emit a delicious

perfume, while the people there, when made
languid and faint by the rich odours, recover

from the stupor by inhaling the smoke of certain

bonesand horns and strong-smelling substances.

Frag. XXXV.
Lucian, Ver. Hixt. I, 3.

llfl

Ktesias the son of Ktcsiokhos, the Knidian,

wrote about India and its inhabitants what he

neither himself saw nor heard from the report

of others.

Frag. XXXVI.
Strabo, Oeog. I. 2.

1"

Theopompos professes in express terms that in

his history he will tell fables better than such as

have been related by Herodotus, and Ktfisias and

Hellanikos and those who wrote about India.

n * Miiller places this as frag. 55 of the Persica.
UB Mullor places this among the fragments of the Peri*

plus or Periegeftis.
"• This belongs to the life of Ktesias ; conf. Muller, p. 8.
UT This is Lion's 49th frag.,.but can hardly be regarded
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LASSEN'S REVIEW

OF THE REPORTS OF KTtiSIAS

CONCERNING INDIA.1

In proceeding to examine tho reports con-

tserning Indian matters which yet survive from

tho work of Ktesias, I call to mind what I previously

remarked/ that on account of the unsatisfactory

state in which we possess the fragments, as well

as on account of the predilection of the author

for the marvellous, it is difficult to separate what
is exaggerated from what is true, and to give a

satisfactory explanation of his statements, while

further, I have shown in several examples that his

descriptions, as far as tliuy have been examined,

have been foundtobe trucin material points, though,

they cannot be absolved from tho reproach that tho

facts have been purposely disfigured by being

magnified. In judging of his work, two especial

points are to be taken into account. The first is,

that he resided at the Court of Artaxerxes
Moemon as his physician, and thereby enjoyed

the best opportunity of questioning the Persians

about all tho information they had acquired re-

garding India, lie could question even Indians

themselves about their native country, because he

testifies that he had seen such men, these being

white, i.e. Aryans. 8 The second is that the

extract from his work was made by a Byzantine

of far later date, the Patriarch P h o t i u s, who

1 Translated from his Ind. Alterthum. vol. II, pp. Gil ff.

2nd edition, 1874.
* Ctesiae, Fragm. ed. C. Miiller, p. 8la,
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lived about the middle of the ninth century of our

asra, ancf who had such a predilection for the

wonderful and did the work so negligently, that it

can offer no suitable scale whereby to measure the

true value of the original. Most of the quotations,

besides, concern the fabulous Indian races and the

wonderful products of the country
ft

C Ecgarding

several of his statements the advancing knowledge

of Indian archaeology has sufficed to show that

they had notbecu invented by the author, but that

they originated in fictions, current among the

Indians. Accordingly, the accusations of menda-

city heaped upon him by the ancients, with refer-

ence to his book on India, have been generally

withdrawn; but it would bo going too far to

absolve him entirely from lying, although in most

t

cases his corruptions of the truth originate in his

''desire to tell unheard of stories.

He composed his work, which consisted of one

book, after his return to his own country in the

year 398 B.C.,* but how long afterwards cannot be

determined. . He did not consult Herodotus or any

other of his predecessors. Whether his coin-

cidence with Skylax about the fabulous peoples is a

plagiarism is dubious.* Besides what I shall pre-

sently have to say about his Indian reports, it

will suffice to mention only what is of essential

importance, as it would bo unsuitable in this place

to enter into detailed researches on as yet un-

explainable reports, while, as regards the fabulous

nations, it will suffice to point out their Indian

origin.

* Muller, p. 16.
4 Schwanbeck's Megasth* Ind., p. 8.
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According to Ktesias, India was not smaller than J
all the rest of Asia5—which is a palpable Exaggera-

tion. Like Herodotus he considered the Indians

to be the greatest of nations and the outermost,

beyond whom there lived no other.c Of the Indian

rivers ho knows strictly speaking only the Indus,

for it must Kmain undecided whether the Hypar-

khos bo the Ganges. 7 As the Persians had ob-

tained exact information oftly of the Indus region*

we must expect to find that his more accurate

communications have reference to that region

exclusively. Of the former river he assumed the

breadth where it was smallest at forty, and where

it was widest at one hundred stadia, while in

most parts it was a mean between these two

extremes.8 These figures arc, however, without

doubt excessive, but one need not bo surprised

thereat, since at that time no measurement had

been made. On the other hand it is correctly

stated that it flows through the mountains as

well as through the plains.* Of the Indian sea

Ktesias had learned that it is larger than the

Grecian, but it must bo considered as an invention

that to the depth of four finger breadths, the sur-

face is so hot that fish on that account do not

approach it, but live in the deep below.

It must also be ascribed to fiction that in India

the sun appears ten times larger than in other

countries, and that the heat there is so powerful

that it suffocates many persons ; that there are

neither storms nor rain in India, but that the

fi Frag. iii. * Frag, i, 1, 2.
7 Lassen, Ind. Alt. vol, II, p. 563.

* Frag, ii aud.i, 1.
9 Frag. i. 6,
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country is watered by the river ; there are on the

othor hantt violent hurricanes which carry away

everything that stands in their course. 10 The
last remark may be considered as correct, but

the assertion that India has no rain is on the

contrary false, for it is known to possess regular

rainy seasons, whereby the soil is watered. The
Indus region is inundated by the river only in the

Delta and, to a slight extent, in the upper country,

white in the north under the mountains it has

heavy rains, and lower down is not unA'isited by
slight showers. On the other hand, it is correctly

remarked that in most parts of India the sun

at his vising brings coolness, while during the rest

of the day ho causes vehement heat.11

His statements about the precious stones have

already been elucidated. 19 Concerning the iron

taken from the bottom of a well, of which iron

swords were manufstctured possessing the property

of turning off hail, clouds and lightning, I have

already remarked that they were probably lightning

conductors. As to, the method of obtaining it there

is no information, but there is somehow gold was

obtained.w Every year a spring filled itself with

fluid gold which was drawn from it in one hundred

earthen pitchers. It was necessary that they

should bn of clay, because tho gold afterwards

congealed, and the pitchers had to be broken

in order to got it out. The spring was quadran-

gular, eleven ells in circumference, and about two

yards deep. Each pitcher contained one talent of

gold. The sense of this passage can only be that

10 Frag, i, 2, 5, 8. ,l Frag, i, 8.
11 Frag, i, 5 and 2. u Frag, i, 4.
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auriferous ores were melted, and that the gold

obtained from them was drawn out in a fluid state.

That there was a spring, must be a misapprehen-

sion, and we must imagine instead that there was
a cistern prepared to receive the gold. As a

pitcher need not be very large to contain one

talent (whfrji is only somewhat more than fifty-

three pounds) of gold, this particular may be con-

sidered as correct, but no stress need be placed

on the statement that this operation was repeated

every year. If this supposition is right, it follows

that the Indians knew how to extract gold from

the ore by melting.

Of the gold it is said also, that it is not obtained

from rivers by washing, (which, however, is a mis-

take), but that it was met with on mountains that

stretched far away, and was there guarded by

griffins. 1* This, as has already been remarked, is

the fiction which had reached the ears of Ktesias,

whereas according to the account given by others

it was dug out of the ground by the ants. Of
silver-mines, it is said that there are many of

them, although not as deep as those in Baktriana.

This agrees with the reality, because in India

silver mines seem to occur only in Udayapftra
in Ajm?r:on the other hand Badakshan, in the

upper Oxus valley, is rich in silver.
15 His report

would accordingly refer to a more eastern country

than the Indus region.

On the seal-ring, Pantarba, which is said to have

had the property when thrown into tho water of

attracting other seal-rings and precious stones, so

14 Fra*. i. 12.
15 Yule's Marco Polo, vol. I, p. 186 ; Cathay, p. 595.
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that they became connected with each other, the

remark n&y suffice that an altogether satisfactory

solution of this story does not seem to have been

found.10 It must also be left undecided what we
are to understand by the eUktron (amber) which

during thirty days of the year exuded like sweat

from the trees on the mountains into the river

Hyparkhos, and which turned hard in its

waters. 1' Of this much only can we be certain,

that it was a gum exuding from trees, of which

there are several kinds in India, especially towards

the cast—the likeliest quarter wherein to seek for

this river.

The mention of this tree leads us to the reports

concerning Indian plants, and the products of the

vegetable kingdom. The trees producing the oil

called Karpion have been already treated of.
ia

Of the Indian palms it is said that their fruits,

which are called nuts, are three times as largo as

the Babylonian. 10 It is evident that it was some

other than the date-palm, and was no doubt the

cocoa-palm, which has a nut of the size indicated.

Of the Indian reed Ktesias has reported that it

grows in the mountain regions on the Indus, and

is so thick that two men with outstretched hands

cannot span it round, and that it is as high as the

mast of a large ship.90 This report agrees with

that of Herodotus, only that it gives a more exact

description, which may be considered as true, since

the bamboo can grow to the height of sixty feet,

lfl Frag. ii. and note.
" Frag. i. 15, and note.
18 Lassen, hid. A It, vol. II, p. 564.
19 Frag, i, 13, and xv.
*° Frag, i, 6, and vii.
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and may bo two feet in diameter. Ktesias was
the first who brought to notice that theife are male

and female reeds ; that the latter only had a pith,

and the former none ; and that the former were

more strong and compact, and the latter broader.

He mentions also the fact that small boats were

made of thAg, which could hold not more thau three

men, provided, as is probable, this statement really

does belong to him. 21

Tho expression, garments produced by trees, can

only moan cotton garments. 29 Ktesias has without

doubt stated that tho Indians from preference use

oil of sesame, and it can only be the fault of tho

author of the extract ifthe use of this oil, together

with that of the oil expressed from nuts, is ascribed

to the pygmies.33 His other statements with re-

gard to tho obtaining ot oils are evidently fictions.
9*

Among these products ofthe exuberant fancy of the

Indians, there mayhero bo appropriately mentioned

the story that those living near the Indus obtained a

kind of oil from the worms living in that river, said

to havepossessedthe property of setting everything

on fire. Sorne have supposed from this that the

ancient Indians were acquainted with fire-arms,35

but the report must on the contrary be used to show

that poetical ideas peculiar to the Indians had

already in the time of Ktesias become known to tho

Persians. There can scarcely be a doubt that tho

report of Ktesias now in question is tho corruption

of the ancient Indian idea that the possession of

•l Plin. Hist. Nat XVII, 3.
" Frag, i, 22, and xxiv.
M Frag, i, 11.
a* Frag, i, 11, and xxvii, &c.
" P. von Bohlen, AUes Indien, vol. II, p. 64.
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supernatural arms, which they might at times

entrust tcAmortals, was one of the special preroga-

tives of the gods.38 The worship of snakes was

particularly current in the north-western frontier

countries,37 to which the report of Ktesias regard-

ing the oil specially relates. It will accordingly

be a fire-weapon lent to man by one o£lhe sorpent-

gods then worshipped, but which was represented

to Ktesias as one that really existed.

For the sake of continuity of subject, I have

anticipated what is to be remarked about the reports

of Ktesias concerning Indian animals. Of tho

products of the vegetable kingdom he had men-

tioned a vary sweet wine 9

2s by which expression

probably must be understood only an intoxicating

liquor prepared from sugar and palm-juice, since we

know that grapes do not grow in India. Lastly,

according to our author, there existed also a tree

Parebos, or Parybos, which was found only in the

gardens of the king, the root whereof attracted

everything to itself, such as metals, and birds

also, and sheep; birds for the most part being

caught by it. The root served also as a medicine

against bowel disorders.29 With this conception

may be suitably compared that of divining-rods, by

tho aid whereof metals were sought to be discover-

ed. What ludian tree is meant is not certain.

Whoever is aware of the great vegetable riches

of India cannot fail to remark that the reports of

Ktesias concerning them are extremely scanty.

2* Lassen, Ind. AH. vol. I, p. 074, n. 1.

29 Lassen, vol. II, p. 468.
a* Frag, i, 29.
29 Frag, i, 18, and xix.
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Possibly the reason for this defect may be partly

that the regions best known to the Persians, and
consequently to him, are loss rich in vegetable

products than those of inner India, but the prin-

cipal reason is to be sought in the negligence

and incompleteness of the whole extract, wherein

the various^uhjeefcs follow each other without a

proper connexion, as well as in the circumstance

that quotations from his book are by accident

pretty copious on some subjects and not on others.

Thus the extracts are meagre which describe

ordinary things, whereas about the extraordinary,

much richer extracts have come down to us.

Accordingly we cannot absolve the classic writers

who have preserved for us passages from the

work of Ktesias from the reproach of having

selected precisely those that relato what is extra-

ordinary and wonderful.

This reproach attaches also to his statements

*abgnt Indian animals—some of those most valued

and praised by the Indians, as cows and lions, are

not even mentioned in the extracts, but on the

contrary those only that aro extraordinary and

fictitious. It can scarcely be denied that Ktesias

treated of the former. About other animals he had

been misinformed. The knowledge of the Indian

animal kingdom which was communicated by him
to his countrymen is doubly significant for tho

history of zoology, firstly, it is certain that

Aristotle, the founder of this science, had made use

of his reports about Indian animals, and his book

therefore contributed, though but slightly, to the

materials whereon that eminent genius founded

his observations. Secondly, through him several

10
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Indian animals first became known to the Greeks,

and hc<--has therefore co-operated so far to pro-

pagate zoological knowledge among his country-

men. To represent this addition to science is th©

business of zoology ; for a history of Greek know-
ledge about India it is sufficient to enumerate the

animals which lie has mentioned—&n exception

being allowable only when an animal through some
real or imaginary peculiarity appears pre-eminent

over others, or when the form of the representa-

tion is characteristic of the way the author views*

things.

Concerning tha animal most remarkable to

foreigners on account of its size, docility and
multifarious uses, the elephant I mean, he had been

misled by the Persians into making the exaggerat-

ed statement that in war the king of the Indians

was preceded by one hundred thousand of them 7

whilst three thousand of the strongest audi most
valiant followed him.30 It can just as little' ba
true that these animals were used to demolish the-

walls of hostile towns. On the other hand, ho

truthfully reports what he had seen with his own
eyes, that in Babylon, elephants pulled up palm-

trees, roots and all. Ho is the first Greek who
mentioned the peculiarity of the female elephants

that when they were in heat a strongly smelling

fluid issued out from an orifice in their temples.sx

Of the parrots ho remarked with charming sim-

plicity that they spoke Indian, but also spoko

Greek if they had been taught to do so. The

30 Frag, i, 3, iv, and v.
31 Frag, i, 3, and v.
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Indian name of the jackal ho was the first to com-

municate to the Greeks under the form, Krokotfos,

and it follows from what lie says, as well as from

the fables current about this animal, that tho

^Ethiopian kind cannot be meant. 58 The qualities

attributed to it, such as that it imitates tho

human voice*has the strength of the lion, and tho

swiftness ofthe horse, show that the jackal already

at that time played a prominent part in animal

fables, and that such were generally current iu

India, if there were any need of such an argument.

Of tho four yet remaining animals, two must be

considered as real, though it is not easy to identify

them. The other two have on the contrary been

invented but not by the Indians themselves. The
wild ass was specially distinguished by his horn,

because, of tho horns cups were manufactured

which protected those who drank out of them
from certain kinds of diseases and from poison.35

Ho was further distinguished from solid-hoofed

animals by the gall on his livor and by his ankle-

bone. The first mark suits the rhinoceros, as it

possesses a largo gall bladder, but not the second,

because all quadrupeds have ankle-bones. This,

however, may only bo an error of tho author,

though one that is surprising since he was a

physician and had himself seen sucli ankle-bones.

According to him, they were red, which is likewiso

false. The great strength attributed to the animal

points to the rhinoceros, but not the great swift-

ness. At the same time the name, kartuzonon, does

M Schwanbeck, Mcgasth. Ind. p. 3. The Greek is a form
of kotth&raka from kroshtuka

t
a jackal*

33 Frag, i, 23, 26, and xxv.
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not furnish us with any certain means of identi-

fication. * The explanation of this word from new

Persian is not tenable—wo might rather think

that Ktesias had altered the Indian name of the

rhinoceros, Katlya (which can be easily changed to

Kharga) to Ktirta, in order to assimilate the sound

to that of Greek words whoso significations are

Tery suitable to the animal.3*

By piecing those remarks together it would

appear most probable that by the wild ass is to

be understood the rhinoceros, because thero is

no other Indian animal which the description

suits better. II' Ktesias attributes to it a red head

and a white body, whilst its colour is really grey-

brown, he had perhaps been so informed. With

reference to this so-called Indian unicorn, and

also to the two fabulous animals, the griffin and

the martikhoras, I have already remarked that

it is incorrect either to recognize them in the

wonderful animals of Perscpolis, or to attribute

to them a Baktro-Iudian origin. In opposing this

view, £ have shown that the similarity of the sculp-

tured animals to those described by Ktesias is only

general—that in both cases the animals have been

composed from parts of such as were real, and far-

ther that an ethioo-religious symbolism through

miraculous animals was unknown to the Indians.

The conjecture thero thrown out that tho old

Persian miraculous animals are of IJabylonic-

Assyrian origin, have been confirmed by the recent

discoveries at Nineveh.

About the bird, Dikairos, which was not larger

Kapra strong, and £S>oy animal.
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than the egg of a partridge, the dung of which

was dug up,and first produced sleep and'afterwards

death,85 I can say nothing more satisfactory than

others. That it is not fictitious appears from the

fact that the King of India had sent some of it to

the King of Persia, who preserved it as something

very precious, because it was a remedy against in-

curable diseases. That opium, as has been sug-

gested, cannot be meant by it, is certain, since

the cultivation of that drug was introduced much
later into India. It would be futile to try to

explain the namo because it is explained by the

word just, and has been altered to assimilate its

sound to that of a Greek word.

If the griffins have been indicated as Indian

animals,* there is no confirmation of this discover-

able in the Indian writings—and so the griffins

must be classed along with the Issedonians,37 the

Arimaspians, and other fictions of the more
northern peoples, which had found admission

also among the Persians, where they survived

till later. Just as foreign to the Indians is the

Marlikhoras, whoso name is correctly explained as

the man-eater*3 but in old Iranian, because Martija-

qdra has this meaning, but the second part is

foreign to the Indian language. If Ktesias has

reported that ho had seen sucli an animal with the

Persian King to whom it had been presented by
the Indian king, he cannot in this instance be

acquitted of mendacity.

35 Frag, i, 17, andxviii ; the name is also written Diheros.
88 Frag, i, 12, and xiv.
* Lassen, Ind. Alt., vol. II, p. 609.
* Frag, i, 7, and viii-xi ; Herodot. Ill, 116 ; IV, 18, 87.
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Since ho has specified a pretty large number of

Indian animals without exhausting the list, and
has also described some of them minutely, if we
may judge from the details which have been pre-

served, we may conclude that he had also treated

at large of the manners and customs of the

Indians. From this portion of the Tjjftrk which,

had it been preserved, would have interested us

most of all, we cannot expect to have learned any-

thing about those subjects which wo do not already

know, but light would have been thrown upon

the communications which had at that time reach-

ed the Persians from India, and upon tho

nature of tho ideas they had conceived regarding

the inhabitants of India. But unfortunately we
possess only very scanty extracts on such topics,

while, on tho other hand, there are tolerably com-

plete repetitions of his reports of fabulous peoples.

Of the Indians he correctly asserted that they

had their black colour not from the sun, but from

nature.39 As a proof he adduced the fact that he

had with his own. eyes seen white Indians, viz.

two women and five men. He mentioned their

gi-eat justice, their laws and customs, their love

for their sovereigns, and their scorn of death.

Nothing shows so plainly how little the way in

which the extracts have been made is to be relied

on, as the omission of these very subjects, with the

exception of four of the less important usages.

The first is that the Indians went on pilgrimage to

a holy place distant fifteen days from the Sard

mountains, situatedin an uninhabited region where

w Frag, i, 9.
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they worshipped the sun and the moon. During

the festival the sun is said to have aft&rded them
coolness for thirty-five days, so that they might

be able to perform all the rites and return to their

homes unseorched by his heat. There can be no

doubt as to where this place lay. It was among
the Vinajiyas, one of whoso off-shoots are the

Sardian mountains. It is self-evident that

this can only have been an isolated worship of

the two luminaries,40 probably by a barbaroustribe,

to which also the legend of the cooling down of

the temperature may have belonged.

The second custom mentioned is connected

with the idea formed by Ktesias of the bodily

constitution of tho Indians. They attained an

age of 130 or 140 years, and tho oldest of 200.

None of them suffered from headache, eye diseases,

toothache, soro mouths, or putrid ulcers. In
India there was a quadrangular well, enclosed by

rocks, wherein the Indians of high rank bathed

along with their wives and children. It had tho

property of throwing out again upon tho bank

not only tho bathers, but everything else, except

gold, silver, iron and copper. It is called in

India balladd, which meant useful. This word is

reallyIndian, for in Sanskrit balada means strength*

giving. From this report we learn the unimpor-

tant fact that the Indians had discovered tho

healing power of mineral wells.

Another well had tho peculiarity that the water

drawn from it congealed to tho thickness of

cheese.*1 If three obols weight of this was tri-

*° Frag. i. 8. « Frag, i, 14.
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turated to apowder andbeing pat in waterwas given
as a dose fib an inculpated person, he confessed all

his transgressions. The king used this as a means
to bring the accused to a confession. Those found
guilty under the ordeal were condemned to die

of starvation, and the innocent were dismissed.

This particular is remarkable, because the Chinese

pilgrim, Fab-Irian, relates something similar re-

garding XTdy&n a, a country west of the Indus

and to the north of Peshawar. He says it was the

custom there, if a doubt existed about the guilt of

an accused person, to remove the doubt by admi-

nistering to him a medicinal drink; those guilty

of a capital offence were banished. Pliny had much
wilier reported something similar of an Indian

plant.** Guilty persons who had swallowed pills

prepared from its roots and administered in wine,

were daring the night tormented by visions, and

confessed all their transgressions. Although the

origin of the drink mentioned by Ktesias maybe in-

correct, thero can be no doubt but that it waa used

for judicial purposes, as it is confirmed by the other

two witnesses. Of such ordeals, called divya and

pariksha, several are adduced in the codes of law.**

Among these, poison also occurs. If the accused,

after swallowing the dose, felt no hurtful effects

ensuing,he was declared innocent, so that the report

ofKtesias is justified by the Indians themselves.**

This, however, cannot be said of the fourth cus-

tom mentioned in the fragments of the work ; that in

" Hist. Nat xxiv, 102.
43 Mann, Dhnrwat. VII, 114-11 6 ; Yfljn. Dharmai. II, 9&ff.

" See Stenzler, Zeittehrift d. D. Morg. Qes. vol. IX, p.

661.
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hunting hares and foxes, the Indians did not use

dogs, but eagles, crows, and vultures, which they

trained for that purpose.*5 For this practice the

Indian writings afford no confirmation, though it

by no means follows that the report is untrue. It

is only doubtful whether eagles can be so tamed.

It would beaimportant to know whether from an

oversight on the part of Aeliau, who alone has

preserved this report, vultures have not been
substituted for falcons ; in that case this custom
would be one which the Indians had in common
with the Thrakians and the ancient Germans.

With regard to the Aryan Indians wo learn

nothing from the extracts from the work of

Ktesias, but the fact already noticed, that they

were white- He invariably speaks of but one king

of India46 ; but from this we must not conclude

that at that time Western India formed a single

state. It would rather appear that Ktesias did

not care to treat of the separate kingdoms.

The fabulous peoples arc divided into two classes,

one purely fictitious, and the other embracing the

aboriginal tribes that have obtained their name
from some one peculiarity, and in one particular

instance this name is Greek. Of tho first class

Skylax had already mentioned several. There

is but this one fact with reference to these tribes

which is significant, that since tho fictions regard-

ing them had been propagated to foreign nations

so early as the time of Skylax, they must have

been still earlier widely current among the

Indians. It will therefore be sufficient, if, without

Frag. xiii.
48 Frag, i, 14, 28, 31, Ac.

11
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treating of them specially, I content myself with

merely establishing their claim to be of Indian

origin.*7 When Ktesias, following no doubt the

precedent of the Persians, reported of one of. these

tribes that it was a very brave nation, andthat five

thousand men of them followed the king of the

Indians as archers and lancers, so far /roni seeing

in this circumstance a reason to consider them a

real nation, as in the great epic the one-footed

men brought gifts to a king, we shall only find a

47 The 'EvoTiKToj/res—the oHce-beaW?i0-seeTzetzeH, Chih
vii. 636, Frag, i. and xxx, aro called in Sanskrit Ekctgarbha,
and inhabit the eight varshas or divisions of tho terrestrial

heavens : BIvmj. PurAna v, 17i 12. According to an earlier

opinion tho varshas were parts of tho world. Whether
Ktesias also mentioned the one-eyed Ehuloclmiia, who
appear in the great epic, is doubtful. Conf. Tzetzes, Chil.

ibid, and Mahab* III, 297j v, 16137. But both do mention
tho Indian Karnapruvarana, or those who used their ears

as a covering, and who dwelt in the southern region. By
{Skylax they aro called QtoKikvqi, i.e. having shovel-sized

cars, Tzetzes, Chil. vii, 681, 638. Ktesias (Irag. i, 31) does

not seem to have known their name, but he says they had
eight fingers on each hand, and eight toes on each foot, a
feature wanting in tho Indian accounts, but which is cer-

tainly an Indian idea. Megasthenes had translated tho

Indian name by 'EvcoroKoirat, i.e. such as slept in their

cars: (see Ind. Ant. vol. VI, pp. 133-4). The SKinnofcs
are moutioncd by Skylax, Hekataios, and Ktesiaa,—by the
second a3 in Ethiopia, with tho frequent attribution of

Indian fictions to Ethiopia : Tzetzes, C/iil. vii, 62!) f.

;

«Fhil«#trat. Vit. Appolon. vii, 1*1; Ktes. frag, xxvii, or

; Miiller, Ctes. Fray. 89, p. 106. They have not yet been
. identified in Indian writings : their name must have been
CLh&ySyMa. Possibly they wens considered to have feet

large enough to overshadow them. The predecessors of

Ktesia^s had not mentioned the one-footed race called A'fca-

pdda, who were able nevertheless to run fast—frag. xxx.

The passage relating to them in the Mah&bhArata, accord-

ing to which they lived in the north, is cited by Lassen,
hid. Alt. vol.1, p. 1026n., and that from tho R&m&yana
in the Zeitsrhrift f. d. k. d. Morg. vol. II. p. 40. Pliny

(Hist. Nat VII, 2.) incorrectly considers them to have been
the 0ame as the Sciapodes. .
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new proof of the wide dissemination of such fic-

tions at that early period.

It will be suitable here to mention that Ktosias

was the first Greek who had received intelligence

of the Tioly country of the Uttara Kuru,
although considering the incomplete state in which

his work lice before us, this can only bo shown by

the help of the native writings. Ho had, to wit,

stated that there existed a fountain called Silas,
in whose waters even tho lightest substances

that were thrown in sank to the bottom.48 Now,

this is the river $ila or {Sailoda. which one

must cross before he can reach that country. It

was believed that nothing would float or swim in

its waters because by contact with them every-

thing was transmuted into stone. It was only

possible to effect a passage by means of the

Kichaka-rced which grew there. Tho Greek

representation offers itself as an inversion of the

Indian fiction ; if anything that came into con-

tact with the water was changed into stone, it

must have become as heavy as stone and sunk to

the bottom. The Greeks accordingly supposed that

the lightness of the water was tho cause of its

being innavigable.

Iu the extant excerpts there is no mention eftb§,

Hyperboreans, who, as we shall afterwards show,*

answer to the Indian Uttara kuru. Accord- *

ing to Mcgasthencs, they lived one thousand years,

but according to the Indian view one thousand

48 Frag, xxviii. MegastbonOs also mentions a riyer Silas

flowing from a source of the same name through tho country

of the Sileoi, and so light that everything sank in it. The

Sila is mentioned also in the Mahdbh. VI, 6, v. 219, bat
north of Meru.
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and even tenthousand years.40 Accordingly it ia not

at all impossible but that Ktesias has mentioned

them under the name of M a k r o b i o i, who lived

four hundred years. These are attributed also to

Ethiopia by Herodotus60 and other writert of later

date, but aro probably of Indian origin.

The accounts given of the real tribes deserve

more consideration, because from them several

particulars appear which shed over the aborigines

and their contact with tho Arian Indians a light

all the more unexpected, as it has been the common

practice to deny all value to tho statements

advanced by Ktesiaa in this connection.

Among the real tribes was one that was black,

and dwelt above the river Hyparkhos, probably

the Ganges. 51 They spent their days hi idleness,

ate no corn, but lived only on the milk of kine,

goats and sheep which they maintained in great

numbers. This notice is interesting, in so far as

it shows that on the upper Ganges, or more correct-

ly in the Himalaya, there still existed in those

days black aborigines, as thegreat Epos also knows

them there. It must be considered as an exag-

geration that they drank no water, and that though

not agriculturists, they subsisted also upon

• fruits. The fullest reports aro those relating to

the Kynamolgoi or Kynokephaloi, the

dog-hcaded»M who must on account of this pecu-

liarity being attributed to them have particularly

« Frag, xxx ; Pliny, H.N. VII, 2, has confounded the

Pandore with the Mandi of Kleitarkhos and Ktesias. See

Schwanbeck's Megasth. Ind. p. 71 ; Ind. Alter, vol. I,

^Mlerodot. HI, 17-
a . ..

* .?."* *• M-

« Frag, i, 20, 22, 23, and xn, xxu, xzui.
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attracted the attention of the classical authors.

They were widely propagated, because they dwelt

near the sources of the Hyparkhos, as well as in

Southern India; their number is stated to have

amounted to one hundred and twenty thousand.

They werc^black, and the teeth, tails and voices of

dogs, as weU as their heads , arc attributed to them

,

They understood, however, the language of the

Indians. The reason for their name and their

fictitious properties is evident from the circum-

stance that they kept big dogs for hunting wild

oxen and other wild animals. If the use of dog-

milk is attributed to them, this may have also been

merely an invention, because it is said elsewhere

that they used also the milk of goats and of sheep.

The other things related of them show that they

were a real nation, a tribe of the black aborigines.

They were acquainted with but few of the tech-

nical arts, had no houses or beds, but dwelt in

caves and slept oh couches of straw, leaves, or

grass. They know how to tan hides, and the men
as well as the women wore very fine garments

manufactured from them. The richest only pos-

sessed linen. They kept a multitude of asses,

goats and sheep, and the greatest number of the

latter constituted their wealth. Besides milk*,

they used also as food the fruit of the Siptakhora

tree, which they dried and packed up in plaited

baskets and exported to the other Indians. They

were very fast runners, good hunters, archers

and hurlers of the javelin. They lived especially

on the produce of the chase. The flesh of the

animals which they killed, they roasted in the

ran. Protected by their inaccessible mountains,
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they were not attacked in war by their neigh-

bours; thfiy are represented as just men and

harmless. They are said to have reached the age

of one hundred and seventy yeai*s, and some even

of two hundred. They carried on trade with the

civilized Indians in their neighbourhood and stood

in a free relationship with the Indian; king. To
him they brought annually two hundred and sixty

talents of dried fruits of the Siptakhora tree on

rafts, and as many talents of a red dye-stuff and

one thousand of clekfcron or the gnm exuding from

the Siptakhora tree. To the Indians they sold

these wares, and obtained from them in exchange

bread, oatmeal, cotton-cloLhes, bows, and lances,

which they required in limiting and killing wild

animals. Every fifth year the king presented

them with three hundred bows, three thousand

lances, one hundred and twenty thousand small

shields, and fifty thousand swords.

This description throws a clear light upon the

position held by tho Indian aborigines towards

the kings of the Aryan Indians, on their mutual

relations, on the intercourse of the civilized

Indians with their barbarous countrymen, and tho

civilizing influence which they exerciseduponthem.

Secured from subjugation in their inaccessible

mountains, tho latter must nevertheless have been

glad to live in peace with the neighbouring kings,

and to propitiate them by presents., and the former

to make them feel the superiority of their power.

On account of the need for the means of subsist-

ence, and for the means for pursuing their occu-

pations, which they procured from their civilized

neighbours, theaborigines were obliged to accustom
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themselves to have intercourse with them! and to

afford them also an opportunity, and to open a

door for the admission of their doctrines and laws

among them.

The Iftdian name of this people Sunamukha,
dog-faced, has been discovered in a MS. which has

. not yet beey published. 53 This tribe, according to

it,
5
*dwelt on the Indus. The KaXvcrrpioi considered

by Ktesias to be synonymous with it cannot bo

satisfactorily explained from the Sanskrit; but

it may have reached us in a corrupted form. To
deny that the Aryan Indians may have given to a

nation which they despised a name taken from the

dog would be unreasonable, because the dog was

a despised animal, and the name Svap&ka or

Svapaka, i. c, feeder of dogs, designates one

of the lowest castes. Nor is there anything to

object to the view that one of the aboriginal tribes

was specially addicted to the rearing of dogs, which

were needed for hunting, seeing that the wild

dog is widely propagated throughout India and

occurs in the Deecan, and probably also in Nepaul

,as well as in the south and in the north, where tho

Kynamolgoi dwelt. This tribe also has been

transferred to Ethiopia and Libya.35

Tho third of these tribes are the Pygmies,
whoso name is Greek, and means a fist long/

They are mentioned by Homer, and as fighting

53 Wilford, As. Res. vol. VIII, p. 331, from tho PrabhA-

sakhmKla. .

5i Vans Kennedy explained tins hy K&uwastra, clothed in

black, but the meaning docs not suit.

65 Herodot. IV, 191, and Agatharkhides, p. 44, ed. Hud-

son, who has drawn his account from Ktesias.
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with the cranes. 86
It hence appears that the name

has been transferred to an Indian people. The
Indian Pygmies are described as very small, the

tallest of them being two ells in height, but most of

them only one and a half. They dwelt ' in the in-

terior of India, were black and deformed, had snub

noses, long hair and extraordinarily large beards.

They were excellent archers, and three thousand of

them were in the retinue of the king. Their

sheep, oxen, asses and mules were unusually small.

They hunted hares and foxes, not with dogs, but

with eagles, ravens, crows and vultures, like the

Indians, followed the Indian laws, and were just.

They agreed further with the Indians in using

both sesame oil and nut oil, as already mentioned.

This is all that is stated regarding them in the

fragments of Ktesias. To determine what Indian

people is meant by this name, it must further be

mentioned that Megasthenes ascribes the battle

with the cranes to the T r i s p i t h a m o i, L e. men
three spans long,5

' a name by which he could only

designate the Pygmies, and which he had probably

selected because it was an old word. Ktesias may

therefore be considered as one of those writers who
mentioned the battle of the Indian Pygmies with

the cranes. Now the Indians ascribe to the Gar u-

d a, the bird of Vishnu, enmity towards the people

of the Kirftta, which for this reason is called

K i r & t & 8 i n, /. e. the devourers of the K i r a t a,

and the name of this people has also the meaning

of a dwarf. It hence appears that the Kirataa

were small men in comparison with the Ariau

80 livid, III, 3fF.

" Ind. Ant. vol. VI, p. 133, note f, and p. 135.
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Indians, and may consequently have been easily

confounded with the Pygmies. The form if the bird

of Vishnu, as described by the poets, does not

exactly correspond with a real bird ; in the pic-

tures the form of 11 bird almost entirely yields to

that of a ra^n. Jlhere is nevertheless some simi-

larity to an taglo and to a vulture as well as to a

crane. If iu mythology a simple bird of this

kind usually only occurs, it is to be remarked that

it passes at the same time for tlio father and king of

the divine birds, and there is nothing to hinder us

from believing that, according to the ideas of tho

people a battle of this bird with the Kir a t a was
thought to have occurred. If the remark that

they lived in the interior of India does not agree

with their actual position, which is assigned to the

east of Bengal, in the Himalaya, and further to

the north, it must be understood that foreigners

had attributed a wider extension to tho name so

that it designated even a people iu Orissa.58 From
this further application of the names several char-

acteristics attributed to tho Pygmies explain

themselves, which partly suit the true K ir a t as,

who like the I Jhuta people are beardless, but on tho

other hand wear long hair. Among them occur

also the Hat noses,50 but not the black complexion

by which the 0- o xi d a nnd other Vindhya tribes

are on the contrary distinguished, so that here

also a commingling of characteristics must be

assumed. Both these people, however, arc distin-

guished by their shortness of stature. If the

68 PeHpl. Mir. c . 62; lad. Ant vol. V1I1, p. 150.
50 WiLford. it. $., mention's tho cfiipitanasiktiy 'snub-

nosed.'

12
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smallncss of the Pygmies has been ascribed to

their catttb also, it must simply be considered as

an enlargement to the account made by foreigners.

As wc have soon above that the Arian kings

kept female Kirata slaves and hunters, ^hilo the

Pygmies are described as very brave ugd hunters

of wild animals, and even in later tini(*s, the people

of that race appear in the royal retinue, the Greek

report is confirmed in this point also, while it must

further be correct in stating that, though not all,

yet at least one tribe of this people had adopted

the laws of the Arian Indians.

The Pygmies with their buttle agninsfc fcho

cranes have also been transferred to Wth]opiaco from

their original home; in India. Y/hothur the legend

concerning them had already reached the Greeks

at the time when thn poems of Homer were com-

posed, maybe left undecided.

The preceding examination of the narrative of

Ktcsias(which lias reached posterity in so abridged

and incomplete a form, and the author whereof

had been accused 'by his own countrymen of

mendacity) abundantly shows that Ivtesias has in

most cases only repeated statements as he heard

them from the mouths of the Persians, who them-

selves had received them from Indians who
sojourned in their country, and so we have tho

reports, not directly from tho Indians themselves,

but from the Persians. ttVom this circumstance,

it is evident why tho names, as far as they havo

been explained, are, with a single exception,

Persian, and why some names attributed to

the Indians are foreign. If wo consider the cir-
'

»Hckat. Fray. 200, Mulkr's ed. p. 18.
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cuits these accounts have made in reaching Greece

from India, wo cannot but bo surprised that in

general they still bear the stamp oi
f

their Indian

origin. Am has been shown, Ktesias cannot be

absolved from the charge of having in some in-

stances adorned the statements ho received and of

having evci} allowed himself to tell untruths. He
has also transferred (J reek notions to Indian sub-

jects, at least in the matter of the Pygmies. If

we however consider his book in its original and
complete form, then we see that he must have

given a tolerably complete representation of the

products of Western India, and of the customs

and usages of the inhabitants, ns well as several

notices of the interior of the country. A few

details serve even to elucidate Indian affairs, and

there wore no doubt many such, which have boon

lost, because after the Greeks had become moro
closely acquainted with India in tho time of

Alexander the Great, his work had been neglected

by his countrymen. JUifc the special siguilicanco

of his narrative does not consist in these isolated

elucidations of Indian antiquity, but in the fact

that he had communi ca led to his countrymen tho

mass of the knowledge on Indian matters and tho

form which they had assumed among tho Persians,

and had marked thereby the oxLent of the know-

ledge, gained regarding India before the time of

Alexander. I lis work may havo contributed to

increase tho desire of the Greeks to investigate

foreign countries, but it exerted no influence on

tho development of geographical science, and just

as little on the expedition of Alexander, as has

already been remarked.
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APPENDIX.

On Certain Indian Animalj,

From Kosmas Indikoplcustcsni Da Mundo, XL

1. The Rliinwcros.

This animal is called the rhinoceros from having

horns growing upon its nose. "When it walks

about the horns shake, but when it looks enraged

it tightens them, and they become- firm and

unshaken so that they are able to tear up even

trees by the roots, such especially as stand right*

in their way. The eyes are placed as low down as

the jaws. It is altogether a most terrible animal,

and is especially hostile to the elephant. Its feet

and its skin closely resemble those of the elephant.

Ics skin, which is dry and hard, is lour lingers

thick—and from this instead of from iron some

make ploughshares wherewith they plough their

lands. The Ethiopians in their language call the

rhinoceros arou or liarinl, prefixing the rough

breathing to the alpha of the latter word, and

adding rid to it, so that the word aron is tho

name of tho animal, while harisi is an epithet

which indicates its connexion with plov.tjkmg

arising from tho configuration of its nose and the

use made of its hide. 1 have seen a living rhino-

ceros, but I was standing some distance off at

01 A monkish traveller of the 7th century.
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the time. I have also seen the skin of one,

which was stuffed with straw and jStood in the

king's palace, and I have thus been enabled pQ

delineate the animal accurately. *

» 2. Tho- Tanreh folios or Ox-deor.

This is an animal found in India and in Ethio-

pia. But.those in India arc tnme and gentle, and

are there used for carrying pepper and other

studs packed in bngs ; these being slung over the

back one on each snide. Their milk is made into

butter. We eat also their flesh, the Christians

killing them by cutting their throat, and the

Greeks by beating them with cudgels. The
Ethiopian ox-deer, unlike the Indian, are wild and

untamcable.

8. Tho. Camchportlalls or Girnffp.

This animal is found only in Kthiopia, and is,

like the hog-deer of that country, wild and un-

tamcable. In the royal palace, however, they bring

up one or two from the time when they are quite

young, and make thorn tame that the sight of them

mny amuse the king. In his presence they place

before them milk or water to drink contained in

a pan, but, then, owing to the great length of their

feet, breast, and neck they cannot possibly stoop

to the earth and drink unless by making their two

forelegs straddle. When they make them strad-

dle they can of course drink. I have written this

from my own personal knowledge.

4. The Arjriohous or Wild Ox.

This is an animal of great size and belongs to

02 Referring to the picture of the animal in his

book.
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India, and from it is got what is called the toupha*

wherewith tfie captains of armies decorate their

homes and their standards when taking the field.

They say of it that if its tail he caught by a tree

it no longer stoops, but remains .landing through

its unwillingness to lose even a single hair. On
seeing this the people of the neighbourhood ap-

proach and cut off the tail, and then the creature

flies oil when docked entirely of its tail.

5. 2V//; Ifn&l'Jius or Musl'-thw.

Tins is a small animal, and is culled in the

native dialect the K<t?toufL™ Those who hunt it

pierce it with arrows, and having confined the

blood which collects at the navel, they cut the

navel olf, that being the part which has tho

pleasant fragrance known, to us under the name
of musk.

G. TIm MonolccnU or Uiucorn.

This animal is called tho unicorn, but T have

never set eyes upon it. I have; however seen

four brazen statues of it in Ethiopia, where they

were set up in the royal palace—au edifice adorned

with four towers, i'roin these statues I have thus

delineated tho animal. They say oC it that it is a

terrible beast and invincible, having its power all

lodged in its horn. When ib perceives that its

pursuers are many and that they are on the point

of catching it, it springs down From tho top of

some precipice, and during iho descent through

the air turns itself iu such a way that the whole

shock of tho fall is sustained by the horn which

C3
Tliitt is still its Indian naino.
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receives no damage thereby. * The scripture refers

to this peculiarity, which says : sava mo from the

month of lions and my humility from the horns of

unicorns ; and again, thr oue beloved as the, son of

unicorns; and signin in the blessings of Balaam
wherewith houblcssod Israel, he says twice over :

God led hknont of Egypt even as tlw glory of the

unicorn, thus hearing witness to the strength and
boldness and glory of the animal.

7- The Khoirehtphos or JFog-daer,

and the Hippopotamus.

The hog- deer [ have both seen and eaten. The
hippopotamus however 1 have not seen, hut 1

havo had iu my possession teeth of it so largo

that they weighed about thirteen pounds. Theso

teeth [ sold here. I saw many both in Ethiopia

and iu Egypt.

8. Piper i—Pepper.

This is a picture of the pepper tree. Kach

separate plant clings for support to some tall trco

which does not yield I'm it, being very weak and

slender like the delicate tendrils of the vine. Each,

cluster is enveloped witliiu a couple of leaves.

It is perfectly green like the colour of rue.

9. ArgrlVm** or the, nn'ou.iLul-tree..

There is another tree of this sort called argrflla,

that is—the tall nnfc-trees of India, ft differs iu

no respect from the date-palm except in being

taller and thicker and havhig larger leaves. It pro-

a * The ibox is said to fall iu such a way that its horns
sustain tho form* of tho impact.

05 Thu initial 1? must havu dropped oat as the word no
doubt transliterates tho native term for the cocoa, narikeU
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duces no other fruit than two or three and as many
nuts. The taste is extremely sweet and pleasant*

being like that of the kernels of green nuts.

The nut is at first full of a deliciously sweet water

which the Indians therefore drink instead of wine.

This very sweet beverage is called rhQpigkltosoutplui*

If the fruit is gathered at maturity, fchoa so long

as it keeps its quality, the water in the course of

time hardens upon the shell, while the water in the

centre retains its fluidity till it finally disappears.

ir however it he kept too long -without ho.huj opened*

the concretion on the shell becomes rancid and

unfit for human food.

10. PhOkS, Drlphis, KlvMnfi—The Seal, ike

Dolphin aiultha Tortoise.

When at sea we use the seal, dolphin and

tortoise for food should they chance to be caught.00

The dolphin and tortoise wo kill by cutting their

throat, but we cut not the throat of the seal,

but despatch him with blows as we do large

fish. The flesh of the tortoise, like that of the

sheep, is dark-coloured; that of the dolphin like

the pig's is dark coloured and rank; that of tho

seal like the pig's is white, but not rank.

m According 1 to the recipe for making hare-soup

—

11
First catch your haro."

BOMBAY: PRINTED AT THIS EDUCATION SOCIETY'S PUKSS.
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. ADDITIONAL NOTE.

In frag. XIII p. 43 it is stated that eagles were

trained l^r th& Indians to hunt hares and foxes,

and Lasses (p. 81) expresses doubt as to whether

eagles could be so far tamed.. Here however

Ktesias must be judged to have written according

to fact, for in Upper India eagles are trained to

this very day for the purpose mentioned. Sir

Joseph Fayrer informs us that when the Prince

of Wales visited Lahore, there were among the

people collected about Government House some
Afghans with large eagles trained to pull down
deer and hares. They were perched, he adds, on

their wrists like hawks.

18
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Gymnotae 48

Hares 43, 44

Heat in India... 10, 13, 68

Hegesias 62

Hekataios 1, 82n

Hellantkos 64

Herodotos 1, 3, 64

Hosigonos 61

Hippokratos 1

Hippopotamus 95

Hog-deer 95

Homer 87,90

Honey 17

Horned ass in India. 54

Huckle-bone of the

Indian ass 55

'Yirapxos River 20-22,

67, 70, 84

PAGE
Hunting v ltf

Hurricanes 68

Jlydrophanes (sun-

agate) 7n

Hyperboreans 83

Hypobarus River ... 51

Iamboulos 60

Ibex 95n

Indians, age attained

by ...18,25,62,

79, 83, 84

„ character of. 12

17, 78, 81, 84

„ complexion of. 13

78,81,84

„ customs of ...18,

78

health of ... 18

„ number of. . 7

Indikoploustes 60

Indus River 7, 10,34

Insect yielding purple 52

Isigonos of Nikaea... 62

Jackal 75

Kalystrioi 22,87
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KavOapot insects 53 Locusts 61

Karnapr&varana 82n LnsimiUs death 50

Kapmov (cinnamon). 29n, Lyncestis 14n

70 M r

Karpnra, (camphor).. 30n

Kartazonon ...27n, 75-76 Magnet..*., " 9n

Karma 30n Makrohioi „f„.48f
61, Si

Kastouri 94 Mamli 61

/tfte/owe, the tortoise 96 Martikhora. 11-12, 38-42,

Khoirdvphasovhog- * 76,77

doer 95 Maumsian Straits ... 33n

Kichaka reed 83 Medicinal root 25

Kirata 88 Megasthenus 61,88

Knidos 1 Metadrida „.-... 33

Kosmas Tndicoplcus- Mineral wells 79

tes, extract from .. 92 Mines 9

Kratos 47, 48 Minium (red lead) ... 59

Krokottas (Jackal or Mithras, a god 64

Hy^na) 32-33 Mouocoli a 63

Ktesiarkhos 1, 64 Monosceli 61

KwoK€(j>a\oi 22 Musk-deer 94

Kynamolgoi. 9n, 36, 84-87

Kynokephaloi .,.21-25,
N

36-37, 52, 53, 63, 84-87 NaHkel (cocoa) 95n

Kynolykos,e.gr.Ifro- Naxos
(

14

kottas 32-33 Nepaul . 87

Kyonian, country ... 33 o

Odontotyrannos 28n
*"

Oil of cinnamon. 29n, 30

Lakes, marvellous. 59, 60 „ lake of 16

Leprosy, the white... 59 „ of the skolex 28, 58-59

Lions 73 ,, spring of 33
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Onesikritos 62

Onyx 9, lOn, 12n

Ordeals 18,47,80

Orissat 89

'QruXiKPA 82n

Ourang-outang .....'. 25n

Ox-deer 93

Ox, the wild 93

Ozone (Ujjain) lOn

P

Paktolos River , 17

Palm-trees. 17, 47, 70, 95

Paiidarse or Paixdorc. 48,

61, 84n

Pantarba «.. 7,69-70

Paribon or Parybon. 20,

51,72

Pariksha (an ordeal). 81

Parrots 8,74

Parysatis 9, 50

Pepper 93,95

Periploi 3

Persepolis 76

Phasolis 14,15n,42

Pliasis River 14n

Phoke—the seal 96

Photios 5-6,65-66

Polystephanos 62

Precious stones lOn

Frusa* 15n

Psittacus (parrot) ... 8n

Psylloi 43

PAGE

Purple dje 22,23,52

Pygmies 15,63,71,87-90,

91

R

Races, fabulous 25, 31-32,

34, 47-48, 60-61, 63

Rainfall 7,81,83

Reeds 10, 38, 70-71

„ Kkhaka 83

Rheginos 61

Rhinoceros 26n, 27n,

75, 92

Rhonkosoupha 96

S

Sardine stone 9, 12n

Sardous, Sardian '

mountains ...12,78,79

Sauromatae 63

Sciopodao 6l 3 82n

Sea in India 10,67

Seal(Phoke) 96

Seal-stones 8, 10

Seres 34

Serpents 18-19, 48-49, 72

Sheep 17 &c.

of Khalkis... 33

Side River and Lake 60

Silas or SailodaRiver 83

Silver 16

Simia Faunug 8n

Sijptakhora (a tree). 21,

85,86
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Skolex (worm of"the

Indus) 7,23,27-28,

56-59
Skylax ...60, 66, 81, 82n
Snakes 48
Sun, size of 10, 68

„ worship of 12

Sunamukha, people .. $7

Svapaka 87

Swine 17,46,47

T
Taurelaphos (ox-deer) 93
Thebaid 46

Theopompos 62

Thrakians 81

Tortoise 96

Toupha 94

Tree-attracting me- •*

tals and animals... 51

Trispithamoi 88

Troglodytes 61
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Udayapura 69
Udy&na, country ... 80

Unicorn J..26, 56, 75-76,

94, 95

Uttarakuru 83

Vindhya Mountains. 12n,

89

Vishnu 88, 89

'Viyfcano 14

W
Wines 30,72

Wool-growing trees . 54

Xenophon 3

Zakynthos 14
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